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Abstract
This research is focused on the hydrodynamic interaction between bubble pairs with the side-by-
side and in-line configuration at relatively high Reynolds numbers. The cases were selected to
cover the spiraling and zigzagging regimes as determined by Cano-Lozano et al. (2016). Direct
numerical simulations are performed and relevant data are collected. The trajectories and important
parameters are analyzed, as well as the forces on the bubbles as determined through an extended
or improved version of the force balance model by Shew et al. (2006). The accuracy of the model
has been improved through the addition of the history force which takes the temporal delay in
boundary layer development, so the viscous effects, into account. The addition of the surface tension
force in the direction of movement contributes as well and is especially important for bubbles with
large deformations. It was found that the bubble trajectory is often modulated significantly by the
addition of a neighbouring bubble when compared to the single bubble configuration. A lateral
motion is initiated immediately as the bubbles are released, possibly through potential effects, and
is then continued through the vorticity generated on the bubble surface. For bubbles with an aspect
ratio that does not display large fluctuations, the vorticity is equally distributed in the x- and z-
direction, resulting in a spiraling motion. The bubble trajectory is likely to be related to the bubble
geometry. For bubbles with large fluctuations in the aspect ratio, one of the vorticity components
is significantly larger which results in the zigzagging motion. For the in-line configuration, the drag
on the trailing bubble is reduced by the wake of the leading bubble. However, instabilities result
in an asymmetric vorticity distribution on the bubble surface, which can lead to the deviation from
the vertical line. The wake of leading bubble imposes a positive lift force on the trailing bubble,
driving the trailing bubble to move laterally. For the side-by-side configuration, the wake does not
seem to have a profound influence on the drag and lift force on the bubbles, and the interaction is
probably attributed to the potential effect. The drag and lift coefficients are determined for all cases
and compared with different drag models. The best fits are selected for each case. Provided with
the appropriate closure models, we developed a reduced-order Lagrangian framework in Matlab to
predict the bubble motions. We found that the dynamical properties of the bubble pairs can be
correctly reproduced using the reduced-order model when compared against the DNS results. It’s
confirmed that the vorticity production on the bubble surface is the main cause of the lift force,
while there’s a lack of closure model for vorticity expression.
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1 Introduction
Bubbly flows are encountered in many industrial set-ups, such as chemical reactors and boilers. To
optimize the processes taking place in these industrial applications, being heat, mass and momentum
transportation, accurate modelling of the process is desirable. One of the challenges in treating the
bubbly flow is the description of hydrodynamic interaction among bubbles, which is attributed to
both inviscid and viscous effects. The understanding of such bubble interactions is however far from
satisfactory. A pair of closely-packed bubbles rising in a liquid media, although conceptually simple,
can demonstrate the relevant mechanisms of bubble interactions, and hence, has been extensively
investigated.

The behaviour of bubble pairs at finite Reynolds number has been treated theoretically based on the
potential flow assumption (Biesheuvel and van Wijngaarden (1982), Kok (1993)). The assumption
during this period was that due to the acceleration of the flow between the bubbles an attractive
interaction force developed, since a higher velocity results in a lower pressure. However, when the
bubbles do not rise in a side-by-side configuration, so when there would be an angle between the
positions of the bubbles as for example in Figure 1, repulsion should take place below a certain angle
as a result of the dynamic pressure. When there is an angle between bubbles, they can be referenced
as the trailing or the leading bubble. The trailing bubble is the lower bubble, the leading bubble is
the upper bubble. The figure shows the separation distance S and the angle β. This was confirmed
by Biesheuvel and van Wijngaarden (1982) among others, who analytically studied this potential
flow. A critical angle of approximately 61◦ was found for potential flow, above which attraction
takes place instead of repulsion. After the addition of viscous terms by Kok (1993), a more generally
applicable relation was found regarding the angle between the bubbles. When the angle between
the centerlines of the bubbles and the direction of movement is within the range [βa,180◦ − βa],
attraction between the bubbles is present. This critical angle βa is approximately 35.0◦ during bub-
ble contact and 54.7◦ when S is large. Outside of this range the bubbles are repelled from each
other. However, these values are still determined based on potential flow. Numerical research by
Yuan and Prosperetti (1994) concluded that the influence of the wakes could not be ignored, at least
not for their study that regarded the in-line configuration, and that irrotational and potential flow
approximations were thus not accurate for all cases. While various previous researches analytically
solved the asymptotic cases, this research made use of a mixed spectral/finite-difference scheme to
execute their numerical research. This scheme solves the unsteady Navier-Stokes equation, using
the so called standard Galerkin method and the backward Euler scheme. It was stated that the vor-
ticity which was mainly initiated by the wake affects the interaction between the bubbles strongly,
making it impossible for the relations based on potential flow to describe all effects present. The
flow induced bubble shape deformations were assumed to play an important role in this.

Figure 1: A pair of bubbles where the angle between the bubble centers is given as β and the
separation distance between the bubbles is S.

A pair of spherical bubbles moving side-by-side was treated numerically by Legendre et al. (2003)
based on three-dimensional DNS simulations. It was observed that for low Reynolds numbers (Re)
the vertical flow velocity of the liquid phase between the bubbles was reduced as a result of the
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vorticity produced at the bubble surfaces, while the vertical velocity of the bubbles increased due to
the vorticity. Since this flow velocity is reduced and thus significantly lower relative to the bubble
velocity, the pressure will increase causing repulsion. The result for a viscous dominated flow can
differ strongly from the results for potential flow and therefore different behavior is expected in dif-
ferent Re regimes. The reduction of the vorticity at the bubble surface between the bubbles caused
the bubbles to repel. The critical Reynolds number below which repulsion takes place due to this
phenomena is approximately ReREP = 30. This is independent of the initial separation distance.
They added to their conclusions that for higher Reynolds numbers the presence of a critical Reynolds
number was still the dominant indication for attraction or repulsion. This critical Re varies over
the initial separation distance. The Reynolds number range from 30-100 can be seen as a transition
region. This transition region is the area above ReREP , below which the bubbles are repelled, and
above which attraction takes place. A positive interaction force was found for a value of Re above
50-100, depending on the value of S, and bubble clustering is therefore likely to occur in the range
100 ≤ Re ≤ 250. However, the attractive force is smaller than predicted by irrotational flow theory.
Above this Reynolds number of 250, the deformation of the bubble is of too large influence and
can not be ignored. The oblateness of the bubble has to be taken into account. In conclusion,
the potential flow theory was proven not to be satisfactory for a Reynolds number below 250 since
potential flow predicts attraction for all cases.

The influence of the wake behind a bubble pair with in-line motion, experimentally studied by
Watanabe et al. (2006) for a wide range of Reynolds numbers, showed that the behaviour varied
for different Re regimes. For a high Reynolds number, the deformed trailing bubble escaped the
wake of the leading bubble, while for the intermediate Reynolds numbers an equilibrium distance
was observed as the result of a balance between the attractive force of the wake and the repulsive
force due to potential effects. In the low Re regime, the trailing bubble was attracted by the leading
bubble through the wake formed behind this leading bubble. This is in line with the findings of Katz
and Meneveau (1996), who observed that especially for smaller bubbles in the low Re regime, coa-
lescence takes place for this in-line configuration. The bubbles slow down when the trailing bubble
approaches to the leading bubble closely. This is not observed for larger bubbles. However, for this
low Re regime the bubbles in this configuration do almost always coalesce eventually. This refutes
the conclusions based on previous research done by Harper (1997), who expected an equilibrium
distance between the pair of bubbles based on an extensive analysis. However, this analysis was an
approximation which made use of simplifications. It was found that the viscous diffusion could not
be ignored as a simplification. Watanabe et al. (2006) furthermore observed that at the intermediate
Re regime the attraction from the wake was balanced with the potential repulsive force, leading to an
equilibrium between the bubbles. Hallez and Legendre (2011) found equilibrium distances for their
bubble pairs as well, which they determined using a model that included a possible wake-induced lift
for in-line moving bubbles. Experimental research from Kusuno et al. (2019) indicates that the size
of the two bubbles, in relation to one another, is of relevance. A small difference in size can make
a large difference in the interaction between the bubbles. For the intermediate Reynolds number
regime, in case of a smaller leading bubble, the trailing bubble initially approaches it, followed by
repulsive force causing the bubbles to move away from their vertical path in opposite directions.
In case of a larger leading bubble the approach is followed by the trailing bubble leaving the verti-
cal path due to a lift force. This indicates the absence of an equilibrium distance for this range of
Reynolds numbers. Lastly, it was observed that at high Re, deformation was observed for the trailing
bubble, causing the bubble to escape the in-line configuration. The influence of the wake, especially
in case of instability, on the behaviour of the bubble seems to be a highly dominant mechanism for
attraction and repulsion and has not been studied extensively yet.

Experimental research by Sanada et al. (2009) on a pair of slightly deformed bubbles rising side-
by-side resulted in multiple interesting findings. When a pair of bubbles collide, the wakes behind
the bubbles will enter between them and overtake the pair, resulting in a separating motion. After
this separation the bubbles might follow a zigzagging or spiraling motion. The bubble pairs were
compared with single bubbles and based on this comparison it was stated that the instability of the
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wake behind the bubble is the dominant factor for the zigzagging or spiraling motion of a bubble
pair, instead of the actual interaction between the bubbles. Coalescence was observed as well for the
bubble pairs. They studied the parameters that could indicate if bubbles would bounce or coalesce,
and found a critical Weber number based on the vertical velocity of the bubbles below which the
bubbles would most likely coalesce. Based on an analysis in which they determined the bubbles
velocities and position they concluded that the model for bouncing bubbles that was derived by de
Vries et al. (2002) gave a quite accurate description of their investigated case, as long as the bubbles
maintained a spherical shape.

Most of the previously mentioned works concerning the bubble pair were conducted at low-to-
intermediate Re conditions. The relevant bubble parameters were selected as such, that an isolated
bubble could hold a spherical shape and nearly rectilinear trajectory when rising in quiescent liquid.
This helps to simplify the treatment of the problems. On the other hand, the path of an isolated
bubble becomes unstable when the Re exceeds a certain threshold value. In such unstable mode,
the bubble-bubble interaction becomes more complicated. Numerical simulations of single bubbles
executed by Cano-Lozano et al. (2016) provide a comprehensive overview of the different bubble
motion regimes for different Ga and Eo for single bubbles, as can be seen in Figure A.2. This
difference in path type seems to be heavily controlled by the wake structure behind the bubble.
Path instabilities for spherical bubbles in quiescent liquids are mainly caused by a coupled action of
shape oscillations of the bubble, wake instabilities behind the bubble, and impurities on the bubble
(de Vries et al., 2002). Experimental results (Lunde & Perkins, 1997) indicate that vorticity is shed
through two steady wakes for a clean bubble with moderate curvature, while both contaminated
bubbles and bubbles with large curvature shed vorticity through unsteady hairpin-vortices. Path
stability would thus be dependent on bubble contamination and shape. This difference in vortex
shedding might also be an indicator for the type of motion. Zigzagging is observed for a hairpin
shaped vortex, and spiraling for a steady two-threaded wake. This would mean that the bubble
path is dependent on the wake structure. The cause of the zigzagging motion of the bubble is
explained by de Vries et al. (2002). They observed that a double-threaded wake consists of two
vortices, with rotation in opposite directions, as is supported by Figure 2 from their paper. Both
wakes are present as long as the bubble path contains curvature. When curvature is not present
anymore, at the mean or central position of the zigzagging motion, only a single wake is visible. The
transition from the double-threaded to the single-threaded wake is assigned to viscous dissipation.
A double-threaded wake can be avoided by keeping the aspect ratio, χ = Dmax/Dmin with Dmax

and Dmin as the maximum and minimum diameter of the bubble respectively (bubble diameter in
x- and y-direction), below a critical value. This value of χ varies for different liquids. Zenit and
Magnaudet (2008) determined once again, that the bubble shape is the dominant factor in bubble
wake development. This conclusion was based on the observation that wake instabilities follow from
the vorticity generated at the bubble surface.

A few studies have focused on the bubble-bubble interactions under the unstable modes, that is
at relatively high Reynolds number. The behaviour of the wake is investigated by Chen et al.
(2019), for a pair of bubbles moving side by side. They studied a wide range of Reynolds numbers
and observed different bubble path types. The bubbles would repel each other for low Reynolds
numbers, where the bubbles possess standing vortices behind the wake. The visualization of the
vortices behind pairs of bubbles clearly showed that a decrease in vorticity diffusion for the vortice
positioned on the same side as the paired bubble, causes repulsion between the two bubbles. This
supports and explains the findings of Kong et al. (2019) for spherical bubbles, who in addition to this
found that the rise velocity of the bubble pair was higher than for one bubble for the low Re regime.
At higher Reynolds numbers the opposite behaviour was observed. For deformed bubbles a lower
rise velocity is reached than is the case for the lower bubble, and in general the deformed bubbles
seemed to repel each other. In addition to this, the deformation has a significant influence on the
path of the bubbles and can reduce the equilibrium distance. These findings also correspond to
the earlier mentioned observations from Legendre et al. (2003). Chen et al. (2019) observed that in
the moderate Re-regime, which in the case of their research was around 120, bubbles would attract
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one another if there were no toroidal vortices present behind the bubble. For even higher Reynolds
numbers, the possibility of zigzagging was present as a result of wake instability. For bubbles that
do have toroidal vortices different behaviour was observed. The bubbles repel each other for all
Reynolds numbers. A decrease in vorticity magnitude is caused by an increased shear inside the gap
squeezing the inner eddy. The symmetric structure of the vortex is destroyed and therefore the lift
force is induced. A bubble pair with an initial side by side configuration that would show vertical
rise in a straight line and zigzagging or spiraling for a single bubble case was investigated (Tripathi
et al., 2017). Strong interaction between the vortices shed by both bubbles was observed, causing
repulsion. There is a larger chance that the bubbles would display a spiraling motion, except in
case of a large separating distance or significant inertia, for which the oscillation phase is governed
by the vortex shedding, resulting in a mirrored movement. The presence of the second bubble does
decrease the spiraling amplitude. As the inertia increases, the stability decreases. High inertia can
result in chaotic motion, where the motion would be period oscillation for a single bubble, while
maintaining the symmetry between the bubble paths.

From the review above, it could be concluded that the hydrodynamic interactions between a pair
of bubbles are essentially a combined result of the viscous and inviscid effects. The previous studies
only addressed the problems qualitatively, while the question of how the bubble interfacial forces are
modulated by the presence of a neighboring bubble, was not addressed. It’s the objective of present
research to quantify the force components on a pair of bubbles with varying initial configurations and
bubble properties. The influence of the lift and drag force altering the motion of the pair of bubbles is
a point of interest. A pair of bubbles either next to or in-line with each other will be investigated. It is
the simplest configuration that can be used to study the hydrodynamic interaction. The assignment
can be described as: a direct numerical simulations study of the hydrodynamic interactions between
a pair of bubbles.
DNS can help us to gain a better quantitative understanding of the dynamics of the bubble pair.
While both Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simulations can be used to simulate the behaviour of
bubbles, and the computational time for both models is considerably lower than for direct numerical
simulations, closure models are required to describe the microscopic interaction between bubbles.
Currently, these closure models are not accurate enough. Direct numerical simulations fully resolve
all the details from first principles, thus are a promising tool to study the bubble behaviours in
detail and can be used to develop/improve the subgrid closures required in larger-scale models. The
contribution to the field of bubbly flows that will hopefully follow from this research, is a better
understanding of the hydrodynamics between a pair of bubbles at relatively high Eo and Ga. The
verification of drag and lift models will hopefully contribute to improved CFD models, and an
improved knowledge of the interaction of wakes at high Re could be applied in further research.
Altogether, the goals for this research are to:

• Study how the hydrodynamic forces on a bubble are modulated by its companion bubble, when
compared to its counterpart isolated bubble. Furthermore, a quantification of the hydrody-
namic forces is required.

• Find suitable closure models and verify their accuracy based on high-order DNS results.
• Gain insight on the mechanisms corresponding to the hydrodynamic interaction such as the

wake-interaction or the pressure distribution.
This report is organized as follows: the numerical method will be explained first, followed by a
more detailed problem statement in which an overview of the simulated cases is given and the
dimensionless numbers that are used to describe these cases are specified. The analysis method is
explained and the improvements as opposed to previous usage will be provided. Subsequently, the
side-by-side and in-line configuration results are discussed separately. This will be done based on
the trajectory, important parameters and the forces on the bubbles. The closure models that were
found to fit well for the different cases are verified. The important conclusions that can be drawn
from the results and verification are discussed afterwards.
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2 Numerical Method and Problem Statement

2.1 Numerical Method
The free rising of bubble pairs were imitated by direct numerical simulation. The numerical research
discussed in this paper makes use of an open sourced code. This source code is the Basilisk code (see
http://basilisk.fr/). This method solves the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for both
phases. The Navies-Stokes equation, describing the conservation of momentum, can be written as:

ρ

(
∂u
∂t

+ (u · ∇)u
)

= −∇p+∇ · (2µD) + σκδsn + ρg (1)

In this equation ρ is the density, u is the velocity vector, t is time and p is pressure. D is the
deformation tensor D = [∇u + (∇u)T ]/2. The third term on the right hand side describes the
capillarity, with κ the surface curvature and δs the delta function which enables the calculation of
surface tension force only at the interface. The gravitational constant is represented by g. The
left hand side describes the change in velocity over time and position. The pressure gradient and
the viscous dissipation rate can be determined using the first and second term on the right hand
side respectively. The last right hand side term considers the external body force, generated by the
gravity. The constraint following the mass conservation of the incompressible fluid is:

∇ · u = 0 (2)

The interface is tracked by using the VOF method. In this method, the phase is represented by a
fraction function C. For cells fully filled with gas: C = 1; for a cell fully filled with liquid: C = 0.
In case of interfacial cells: 0 < C < 1. The transport equation for the volume fraction field is:

∂C

∂t
+ u · ∇C = 0 (3)

The computational domain is visible on the left side in Figure 2. The domain is a cube of size
60D × 60D × 60D for the mesh verification case, and 120D × 120D × 120D for the actual cases,
with D the initial bubble diameter. All boundaries of this domain, except the top of the cubic do-
main, are assumed to be walls and are assigned with the no slip condition, which is applied through
the Dirichlet condition u = 0. A Neumann boundary condition is applied on the top of the cubic
domain, stating that ∂u/∂y = 0. This boundary condition is applied to enable the bubble to freely
escape from the top of the domain.

The computational domain in Basilisk is spatially discretized through an octree grid. This means
that every separate cell can be further refined into eight smaller equally sized cells. This allows the
user to refine the mesh in selected areas. The mesh size is smaller in the area in which the bubbles
are present, more specifically, at the position of the bubble surface. Therefore, the mesh is refined
to a sufficient level where necessary, without heavily increasing the computational time. The refined
area at the position of the bubble surface is visible on the right in Figure 2. It is also visible that
the transition from the ground mesh to the mesh in the bubble area is a smooth transition. The
circular area in with an even higher mesh refinement is explained below.

In addition to the standard mesh refinement, a local mesh refinement technique was implemented
in the script to increase the resolution in the thin gap between the bubbles when they get too close.
This implementation was purposed on the mitigation of nonphysical coalescence that commonly
occurs in VOF based simulations. The lack of mesh resolution may cause the bubbles to merge too
easy, resulting in nonphysical results. However, if we refine the mesh in the whole domain, then
the cost will be enormous. We detect the minimum distance between the two bubbles. If they get
too close to each other, say only a four cell distance, we invoke the local refinement procedure and
refine the mesh in between the bubble. In this way, only a little computational cost is added but the
problem is resolved very-well. When the distance between the bubble interfaces is smaller than four
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cells, the mesh in the area around the interface is refined furthermore up to an additionally specified
mesh size. The adapted mesh area is a circular area in which the part of the bubble interfaces
separated four cells from each other is located. A simplified visualization of the adaption when the
mesh has been refined by a factor two in the specified area can be seen on the right side in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The domain in which the bubbles will rise (left) and an example of the adaptive grid when
the bubbles are close to each other for two spherical bubbles (right).

2.2 Simulation Overview
The relative position between the two bubbles could be characterized by two parameters, i.e., the
center-to-center distance, and the relative angle, as depicted in Figure 1. The bubble pair could have
different interacting behavior if the bubbles are originally placed with different relative positions. In
this study, we initially release the bubbles with two special relative configurations, either side-by-
side or in-line. When the angle θ = 0◦ this is called a side-by-side configuration, and for θ = 90◦
the in-line configuration presents itself. The bubbles are released at an initial separation distance
S = 4R in case of the side-by-side configuration, and S = 6R for the in-line configuration, meaning
that the distance between the bubble centers is respectively four and six times the bubble radius.
These separation distances were selected based on preliminary tests for which different distances
were tested. A much smaller separation distance would often lead to coalescence, while for a much
larger distance the interaction between the bubbles was too subtle to study. Within a small range
of the selected values, a range of S = ±1R, not much variation was observed. The single bubble
configuration is used as a reference, so that the difference caused by the addition of a bubble can
be observed by the contrast. The usage of dimensionless numbers, especially the Galileo number
Ga and the Eötvös number Eo, allows working with non-dimensionalized parameters. During the
simulation all distances are non-dimensionalized trough division by Deq and the time is scaled by√
Deq/g. This means that all eventually calculated values are based on these non-dimensionalized

values, and will thus also be non-dimensional. The density and viscosity of the liquid and gas are
not specified, but rather a ratio between the liquid and gas density and viscosity is used. The
density and viscosity ratios used are ρl/ρg = 100 and µl/µg = 60, respectively. Since the parame-
ters are non-dimensionalized, the equivalent bubble diameter of both bubbles is equal to one, and
the bubbles are both spherical initially. In addition to the bubble pair’s initial configuration, the
properties and the selected dimensionless numbers applicable to the bubble are expected to influ-
ence their interacting behavior significantly. Generally, the Eötvös number and the Morton number
altogether can determine the hydrodynamic properties of the bubble as is depicted in Figure A.1.
The Eötvös number, also known as the Bond number, gives the ratio of buoyancy to capillarity
and can be calculated using Eo = (ρl − ρb)gD2/σ. In this equation, ρl and ρb are the density of
the liquid and bubble respectively, g is the gravitational constant, and σ is the surface tension.The
Morton number is a material parameter for a bubble in a certain liquid. It can be determined using
Mo = gµ4(ρl − ρb)/ρ2

l σ
3, where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid. The Reynolds number

is defined as Re = ubD/ν and gives the ratio of inertia forces to viscous forces. In the equation
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for Re, ub is the velocity of the bubble and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid. For both of
the configurations the properties of the pairs of bubbles are prescribed using the Ëotvös number
and Galileo number. The Galileo number is defined as Ga = g1/2D3/2/ν and gives the ratio of
gravitational to viscous force. Using these two parameters, a non-dimensionalized bubble problem
can be set up. A selection of six different cases, so with varying Eo and Ga, has been made.

The simulation points can be seen in Figure 3. The figure also displays the simulation points
of previous researches by Zhang et al. (2020), Kong et al. (2019), and Cano-Lozano et al. (2016).
These were included to demonstrate that the selected simulation points cover the range of a higher
Ga and Eo as opposed to these previous researches. For these relatively high values of Eo and
Ga, and thus for a high Reynolds number, the behaviour will most likely be more complex but also
interesting and the knowledge on bubble pairs for these values is still relatively limited. The values
are selected in such a way that the bubbles have a wobbling or ellipsoidal shape, since this should
result in a strong wake behind the bubble, thus hopefully resulting in interesting wake-interaction
for the bubble pairs. The parameter plots from Figure 3 can be compared to the Grace diagram in
Figure A.1 and the plot showing the different bubble paths in Figure A.2. A comparison between the
figures shows that this research will mainly cover ellipsoidal and wobbling bubbles, as well as three
of the path types that are discussed in the figure. The zigzagging, spiraling, and flattened spiral
regime will be a part of the research. An estimation of the range of terminal Reynolds numbers in
which the simulations will vary is the range 100− 600.
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Figure 3: Simulations parameters with on the x-axis the Eötvös number and on the y-axis the
Galileo number (left) and the parameters as they would be placed in the Grace diagram with on
the x-axis the Eötvös number and on the y-axis the logarithm of the Morton number (right). These
plots also include the parameters used in the numerical bubble pair study by Zhang et al. (2020),
the numerical single bubble study by Cano-Lozano et al. (2016) and the experimental bubble pair
study by Kong et al. (2019).

2.3 Data Acquisition
A description of the manner in which the data is acquired from the direct numerical simulations
is given here. The bubble velocity is computed by averaging the velocity field within the bubble
volume:

ub(t) =
∫

V

u(x, y, z, t)dV (4)

Where V is the bubble volume. The aspect ratio is defined as the ratio between the major axis and
minor axis of the oblate bubble. In our cases, the bubbles’ shape usually deviates from a perfect
oblate ellipsoid, making it difficult to determine and measure the major and minor axis. If we
assume that the principle axis cross the centroid of the bubble, then we can measure the maximum
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and minimum distances from the bubble centroid to the bubble interface, as sketched in Figure 4.
The aspect ratio is then calculated as χ = (A1 +A2)/(B1 +B2).

Figure 4: The axis crossing the centroid of the oblate bubble, thus giving the major and minor axis.

The vorticity production near the bubble surface is the key mechanism for the lift force generation.
However, the determination or calculation of the vorticity on the bubble interface is troublesome
because the vorticity field is very complicated. For the surfactant-free bubble at high Reynolds
number, the vorticity is confined in a thin layer near the bubble surface (i.e., the boundary layer),
while the thickness of the boundary layer is difficult to determine. To simplify the problem, we
assume that the vorticity is concentrated in a thin shell around the boundary, see Figure 5. The
shell has a uniform thickness δ, whose values is undetermined. Then the boundary layer vorticity is
calculated by averaging the vorticity field within the shell volume Ω:

ω(t) =
∫

Ω
ω(x, y, z, t)dΩ (5)

Figure 5: The bubble is indicated by the blue coloured, while the thin liquid shell is marked in
orange. The volume of the shell is denoted by Ω, while its thickness is denoted by δ.

We found that the magnitude of the surface vorticity is sensitive to the selected shell thickness.
By increasing the δ, the measured vorticity decreases in magnitude. Nevertheless, the direction of
the calculated vorticity vector seems to be independent from the δ value. Since we assume that the
boundary layer is very thin, we choose the δ value to be equal to one-cell size of local grid.

2.4 Analysis Method
The motion of the bubble is essentially driven by the hydrodynamic forces acting upon the bubble
surface. By assuming the bubble as a point-wise particle, the equation of motion can be written in
the form of Equation 6 (V. Mathai, 2020), derived from the Maxey-Riley equation (M.R. Maxey,
1983). This equation includes the terms that represent the different forces applied on the bubble:
the added-mass, buoyancy, drag, lift, pressure and history force. These are the terms on the right
hand side from left to right. The pressure force is not relevant if bubbles freely rise in quiescent
liquid, while the history force FH is usually ignored due to its complex nature. In this equation
Vb represents the bubble volume and CM , CD and CL are the added-mass, drag and lift coefficient
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respectively.

Vb(ρb + CMρl)
Dub

Dt
= ρlVbCM

Dul

Dt
+ Vb(ρl − ρb)g + 1/2ρlACD‖ul − ub‖(ul − ub)+

ρlCLVb(ul − ub)× (∇× ub)− Vb∇PW + FH

(6)

The bubble freely moves in three-dimension with six degree of freedoms. Shew et al. (2006) adopted
a set of generalized Kirchhoff equations to describe the force balance with respect to the bubble
moving frame. The method is described as follows:

Figure 6: The forces on a bubble as well as the 1-,2- and 3-direction (Shew et al., 2006).

The method makes use of a coordinate system that moves and rotates with the bubble. This is
the coordinate system that is represented by the 1-,2- and 3-direction in Figure 6. The 1-direction
vector from this coordinate system is parallel to the velocity vector of the bubble. The 2-direction
vector is positioned with a right angle to the 1-direction in such a way that the 1-2 plane forms a
vertical plane at all times. The 3-direction vector is orthogonal to this 1-2 plane so that this vector
is always purely horizontal. The force balances in the 1-, 2-, and 3-directions are shown in Equation
7, 8 and 9 respectively. However, as opposed to the set of equations used by Shew et al. (2006), the
history force and a surface tension force term have been added in the 1-direction.

ρlVbA11
du

dt
= FD + FB1 + FH + FST (7)

ρlVbΩ3A11u = FL2 + FB2 (8)

−ρlVbΩ2A11u = FL3 (9)

With the rotational velocities Ω2 = dφ/dt sinθ and Ω3 = −dθ/dt. The added-mass tensor A11
is set to a value of 0.5 during this project. The added-mass tensor is the same as the added-mass
coefficient CM . The components of the buoyancy force can be calculated through FB1 = ρLgV cos(θ)
and FB1 = ρLgV sin(θ). The drag force and the two components of the lift force in the 2- and 3-
direction are then calculated through Equation 7-9 since all other parameters are known through
the data from the direct numerical simulations or because they are constants. However, the force
balances list above did initially not take the history force and the surface tension force into account,
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while these two forces can play a marked role in varying the bubble dynamics. Therefore, we
attempted to improve the force balance relation by adding the contributions of history force and
surface tension forces to the equation. The implementation of the history force and surface tension
force are detailed in following subsections.

2.4.1 History Force

The analytic solutions for unsteady motion of rigid and fluid particles are available only in creeping
flow. The solution was developed by Basset. The theoretical solution shows that a "Basset history
integral" appears in the equation of motion in addition to the drag and added mass forces (Clift,
Grace, & Weber, 1978). The history term is related to the temporal delay in the vorticity diffusion in
the boundary layer of the particle, and is supposed to be significant when the particle’s acceleration
is large. The history term can be expressed as Equation 10.

FH = 3
2D

2√πµLρLCH

∫ t

t0

du/dτ√
t− τ

(10)

The history force coefficient CH can be determined through:

CH =
(

4(1− w2)
3
(
(1− 2w2) arccosw/

√
1− w2 + w

))2

(11)

With w = 1/χ. This coefficient converges to a value of approximately one quite quickly. In prac-
tice, the direct computation of the integral is troublesome and costly, Daitche (2013) suggest an
approximation for the integral, given as:∫ t

t0

du/dτ√
t− τ

=
√
h

n∑
j=0

βn
j

du
dt

(τn−j)2 (12)

where the constant βn
j is defined as:

βn
j = 4

3


1 for j = 1
(j − 1)3/2 + (j + 1)3/2 − 2j3/2 for 0 < j < n

(j − 1)3/2 − j3/2 + 3
2
√
j for j = n

(13)

Higher order approximations can be used as well, but don’t give significantly improved results.
Another possible approximation of the integral that has been used to verify the validity of the method
explained previously is the method described by van Hinsberg et al. (2010). The approximation of
the integral used is shown in Equation 14.∫ t

t0

du/dτ√
t− τ

= 4
3
du
dτ

(τ0)
√
h+ du

dτ
(τN )

√
h(N − 4/3)

(N − 1)
√
N − 1 + (N − 3/2)

√
N

+
√
h

N−1∑
k=1

du
dτ

(τk)
(

k + 4/3
(k + 1)

√
k + 1 + (k + 3/2)

√
k

+ k − 4/3
(k − 1)

√
k − 1 + (k − 3/2)

√
k

) (14)

The approximation by Daitche (2013) was eventually used in the script since this was the easier
method to implement and adapt for different implementations.

2.4.2 Surface Tension Force

The bubble deformation can produce an impulsive force that could make a difference to the bubble
dynamics. When the bubble surface is stretched, causing an increase in surface area, it charges energy
from the surrounding liquid, while when reducing in bubble surface area, it discharges energy to the
liquid. Therefore, the surface tension induced force is expected to be significant when the bubble
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largely deforms. It’s commonly overlooked due to the difficulty in quantifying surface deformation.
In our study, we are able to measure the bubble surface area over time and therefore the surface
tension induced force can be evaluated according to the energy conservation. The power transfered
from bubble surface to liquid due to the surface deformation can be expressed as:

EST = σ
dA

dt
(15)

with the surface tension coefficient σ = 1/Eo for the non-dimensionalized cases discussed in this
paper. The force from the surface tension can than be determined by dividing the energy by the
velocity of the bubble:

FST = EST

ub
(16)

The surface tension force can only be determined for the 1-direction since the bubble velocity is only
present in the 1-direction. Now that the set of equations describing the forces in the 1-, 2-, and 3-
direction has been extended, an overview of the contributions of the different forces can be achieved
through the energy budget. The forces which would be in Newton if they were dimensionalized,
can be converted to energy in Watt. By applying a dot product between the determined forces
and the velocity it is possible to calculate the energy from each force in Watt. Using the energy
balance rather than using the forces, a balance will be present between the forces contribution to
the velocity, namely the buoyancy and lift, against the other forces. The energy budget determined
for a random case is shown in Figure 7. This does already include the history force and surface
tension force discussed in the upcoming two subsections. As is clearly visible in the figure, these
forces provide a significant contribution to the budget and should thus definitely be included.
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Figure 7: Energy balance for a random case (Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 350) determined using Shew et
al. (2006). The plot shows the added-mass (dark blue), lift (red), drag (yellow), buoyancy (purple),
history (green) and surface tension (light blue) energy, as well as the sum of the energy balance
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3 Results

3.1 Mesh Verification
Kong et al. (2019) experimentally studied a pair of bubbles rising side-by-side in 60% glycerol and
water mixture. Their data was used as a reference for us to test the mesh sensitivity, to ensure grid
independent simulations. The properties of the measurements are shown in the table below.

Table 2: The properties used in the reference case from Kong et al. (2019) used for the mesh
verification.

ρ (kg/m3) µ (kg/(ms)) σ (N/m) Deq (mm) log(Mo) Eo
1153.8 0.0108 0.0677 3.18 -6.4 1.69

Figure 8 shows a comparison between the experimental results from Kong et al. (2019) and the
numerical results for various mesh refinement LEVELs. The LEVEL is used as an indicator for the
mesh resolution. A global mesh is chosen for the whole domain. During the initialization, the global
mesh exists of 256 cells in every direction, while after the initialization this will be 64 cells. In the
area of the bubbles and a certain range around the bubbles the mesh is refined. The size of the
minimum cell in the domain equals to the quotient of the domain width and 2LEV EL. As can clearly
be seen in the figure, the experimental results and the numerical results don’t match perfectly in
the very beginning of bubble rising. This is most likely caused by the initialization of the bubbles.
While the bubbles are released during the experiments causing shape and thus velocity oscillation,
the bubbles are released while being spherical at a certain starting position for the numerical results.
Therefore, a small difference at the initial stage is mainly due to the different way of bubble release,
rather than the mesh resolution.
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Figure 8: Comparison between the experimental results from Kong et al. (2019) (blue) and the
numerical results for LEVEL 11 (orange), LEVEL 12 (yellow) and LEVEL 13 (purple). The dotted
line indicates the numerical results for a single bubble as a reference.

The convergence for the vertical and horizontal velocity as well as the aspect ratio and bubble
distance have been verified for different standard LEVELs combined with a higher local-refinement
mesh LEVEL. This local-refinement mesh has been included in the script to prevent coalescence of
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the bubbles. The studied LEVELs in Figure 8 do not display coalescence because a function has
been added that prevents coalescence below a certain height. However, this function would also
prevent coalescence from taking place if physical coalescence would actually take place. The local-
refinement mesh should result in a mesh between the bubbles that is refined enough to simulate
the small level interactions and thus prevent numerical coalescence. As a reference for the accuracy
of the mesh both the experimental results as the computational results for LEVEL 13 have been
added to the mesh refinement plot. This is shown in Figure 9. As visible in the figure the standard
LEVEL is quite important for the accuracy of the numerical results. For a standard LEVEL of 12,
a local-refinement grid LEVEL of 13 and 14 show equal results. The computing time for both cases
is much lower than for a LEVEL 13 mesh without a local-refinement grid. The mesh seems to be
accurate enough for both these local-refinement grid cases, and since the difference in computing
time is small the LEVEL 12-14 mesh will be used. While the results barely or don’t improve for the
selected LEVEL as opposed to LEVEL 12, the local refinement seems work well for preventing the
bubble from numerical coalescence.
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Figure 9: Comparison between the experimental results from Kong et al. (2019) (blue) and the
numerical results for LEVEL 13 (orange), LEVEL 11 with a local-refinement grid LEVEL 14 (yellow),
LEVEL 12 - 13 (purple) and LEVEL 12 - 14 (green).

The table below shows the actual grid size corresponding to each LEVEL. This grid size is the
non-dimensionalized value as has been explained in Section 2.2.

Table 3: The size of one cell as scaled through the bubble diameter for the different LEVELs.

LEVEL 11 2.39 · 10−2 D
LEVEL 12 1.46 · 10−2 D
LEVEL 13 7.32 · 10−3 D
LEVEL 14 3.66 · 10−3 D

3.2 Overview
Tables including the most important parameters from the simulations for all cases can be seen below.
These tables give a clear overview, and show for example that for most configurations with the same
Eo and Ga the coefficients as well as the terminal velocity and thus Reynolds number are almost
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identical. This indicates that the configuration, so a single bubble versus a bubble pair with a certain
angle between the bubbles, does barely influence these parameters. However, the path of the bubbles
is most definitely changed by the addition of a bubble. For a clear overview, three separate tables
have been made that separate the different configurations. Table 4 gives the parameter overview for
the single bubble configuration, Table 5 for the side-by-side configuration and Table 6 the in-line
configuration. The tables show that as Eo increases, the drag coefficient CD seems to increase while
uT decreases.

Table 4: Overview of important parameters and behaviours for the single bubble cases.

Nr. Eo Ga log(Mo) Configuration Motion Bubble Shape ReT uT χ CD CD** CL

1 1.5 150 -8.2 Single Spiraling Ellipsoidal 246 1.64 2.1 0.30 0.29 0.5-0.55

2 1.5 350 -9.6 Single Zigzagging
→ Spiraling Wobbling 565 1.6 2.4 0.26 0.25 0.4

3* 3 200 -7.8 Single Zigzagging Wobbling
→ Ellipsoidal 245 1.23 2.4 0.50 0.47 0.33

4* 5 100 -5.9 Single Zigzagging Wobbling 105 1.05 2.3 0.78 0.73 0.3
5* 5 350 -8.1 Single Chaotic Wobbling 340 0.98 2.7 0.78 0.75 0.25

6 7.5 150 -6.1 Single Zigzagging
→ Spiraling

Wobbling
→ Ellipsoidal 132 0.88 2.7 1.00 0.96 0.55

Table 5: Overview of important parameters and behaviours for the side-by-side cases.

Nr. Eo Ga log(Mo) Configuration Motion Bubble Shape ReT uT χ CD CD** CL

7 1.5 150 -8.2 Side-by-side Zigzagging Wobbling 243 1.62 2.06 0.30 0.29 0.5

8 1.5 350 -9.6 Side-by-side Zigzagging
→ Coalescence Wobbling 564 1.61 2.3 0.27 0.26 0.30

9* 3 200 -7.8 Side-by-side Zigzagging Wobbling 244 1.22 2.4 0.50 0.46 0.32
10 5 100 -5.9 Side-by-side Zigzagging Wobbling 104 1.04 2.3 0.78 0.72 0.56

11* 5 350 -8.1 Side-by-side Chaotic Wobbling 350 1.02 2.5 /
2.9

0.76 /
0.69

0.72 /
0.65 0.30

12 7.5 150 -6.1 Side-by-side Zigzagging
→ Spiraling Wobbling 135 0.9 2.8 0.82 0.76 0.5

Table 6: Overview of important parameters and behaviours for the in-line cases.

Nr. Eo Ga log(Mo) Configuration Motion Bubble Shape ReT uT χ CD CD** CL

13 1.5 150 -8.2 In-line Zigzagging Wobbling 247 1.65 2.06 0.30 0.29 0.55

14 1.5 350 -9.6 In-line Zigzagging
→ Spiraling Wobbling 560 1.60 2.3 0.29 0.27 0.38

15* 3 200 -7.8 In-line Chaotic
→ Zigzagging Wobbling 245 1.23 2.4 0.50 0.47 0.35

16 5 100 -5.9 In-line Coalescence Ellipsoidal - - - - - -
17* 5 350 -8.1 In-line Coalescence Wobbling - - - - - -
18 7.5 150 -6.1 In-line Coalescence Wobbling - - - - - -

The * after the cases indicates that the value of δ, used to determine the vorticity as explained in
Section 2.3, is different for these cases. The ** after the second CD in the tables indicates that this
is the drag coefficient for the force balance that includes the history force. The other CD excludes
FH .
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3.3 Side-by-Side Configuration
As noted in Section 3.2, the bubble parameters we selected correspond to higher Re, and hence
the bubble itself are unstable with wobbling paths. The hydrodynamic interactions between a pair
of unstable bubbles are expected to be richer than that of stable bubbles. For the side-by-side
configuration, the interaction between a pair of stable bubbles are mainly inviscid. The bubble pairs
which are in unstable mode are likely to have both inviscid and viscous interactions. This section
is dedicated to provide a better understanding of the interaction between the bubble pairs with
side-by-side configuration. The specification of bubble parameters were provided in Table 4 and 5.
The cases all have an initial separation distance S = 4R, so the distance between the bubble centers
is four times the equivalent radius. These cases are selected to cover the zigzagging, flattened spiral,
and spiraling regime for the single bubble case, so that the side-by-side behaviour can be compared.
To compare the side-by-side behaviour for the different cases, the first thing that could be compared
are the observations of bubble trajectories as well as the wake structures. This will be followed by
an analysis of basic parameters. A force analysis will be the final step.

3.3.1 Trajectories

Figure 10 shows the trajectories for the different cases with the bubble pair trajectories colored red
and blue, and the single bubble trajectory colored yellow. For the single bubble cases, the bubble
trajectories can either be zigzagging or be spiraling, or transient from zigzagging to spiraling. In
contrast, the bubble pairs almost exclusively possess zigzagging trajectories as long as they are
mutually connected. The zigzagging trajectories of the bubble pair are nearly fixed in a plane and
quite stable. Another interesting observation is that the onset of path oscillation is much earlier for
bubble pairs when compared to single bubble cases, which indicates that the interaction is initiated as
soon as the bubble pair are released. Some trajectories show a difference in motion when compared
to the results from Cano-Lozano et al. (2016) for the single bubble configurations, as shown in
Figure A.2. Despite the trajectories showing clear similarities in the path patterns for the side-by-
side cases, there are also some major differences that should be addressed. While the configurations
for Eo = 1.5 with Ga = 150 and Ga = 350 both display zigzag, this eventually results in bubble
coalescence for Ga = 350, while this is not the case for the bubble pair with Ga = 150. The single
bubble trajectories for these two pairs obviously vary quite heavily, so the varying trajectory for the
bubble pair is definitely initiated by the interaction between the bubbles. However, the question is
if the persistence of the zigzagging motion throughout the domain is also caused by the presence
of the other bubble. For Eo = 5 and Ga = 100, there is most likely an absence of constant wake-
interaction. The expectation is that the wake-interaction causes the initial repulsion and the bubbles
move separately from there, since the magnitude of the lateral motion is relatively small, especially
compared to the distance between the bubbles. After the initial repulsion, the distance between the
bubbles is apparently sufficiently large for an absence of significant hydrodynamic interaction. The
table in Appendix B.3 shows clearly that the amplitude and frequency of the zigzagging are almost
exactly the same for case 4 and 10, so the single bubble and bubble pair case. This indicates that
the bubbles do indeed move individually. The case for Eo = 3 and Ga = 200 displays a similar
zigzag as the previous cases. However, this zigzagging motion seems to be caused by the repulsion
from the liquid film between the bubbles. The bubbles come very close during the initial stage, and
therefore they might bounce causing the deviation from the vertical line, while for the other cases the
separating motion takes place at a significantly larger separation distance. This is discussed further
above and visualized in Figure 11. It is visible that both bubbles start moving to the negative x-
direction at approximately y = 40. This could be explained by the ’bounce’ of the bubble pair. The
bouncing of the bubbles becomes uneven, because one of the bubble is at a higher y at the moment
of collision. This uneven bounce eventually results in the bubbles moving separately at different
heights. For the case with Eo = 7.5 and Ga = 150 the bubbles move separately immediately after
the repulsion during the initial stage, as is thus most likely also the case for Eo = 5 and Ga = 100.
During this separate movement, immediately after the initial repulsion, they follow a similar path as
the single bubble. Therefore the same assumption can be made as for the previous similar case: the
distance after repulsion is so large that the two bubbles lose their mutual connection, and hence rise
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independently. This is the only side-by-side pair that follows the spiraling motion. The trajectory
indicates that the bubble pair behaviour for this separation distance is not altered by the addition
of the bubble after the first stage. Another bubble pair that does not follow the zigzagging motion
is the pair with Eo = 5 and Ga = 350. The bubbles seem to follow a chaotic motion instead,
through a trajectory that varies for both the bubbles from the bubble pair as well as the single
bubble configuration. The bubbles in the bubble pair seem to repulse each other, since both of them
are moving predominantly in opposite directions. While moving away from each other, their path
seems similar, but are still showing clear differences.

(a) Eo = 1.5 & Ga = 150 (b) Eo = 1.5 & Ga = 350

(c) Eo = 3 & Ga = 200 (d) Eo = 5 & Ga = 100

(e) Eo = 5 & Ga = 350 (f) Eo = 7.5 & Ga = 150

Figure 10: The trajectories for the bubble pair in the side-by-side configuration (blue and red) and
for the single bubble (yellow) for the different cases.
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The wake-interaction for the bubble pair with Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 350 has been visualized in
the lower section of Figure 11 while the bubble ’bounce’ for the pair with Eo = 3 and Ga = 200
is shown in the upper section of the figure. The middle section of both the lower and the upper
part of the figure shows the point at which the bubbles are closest to one another. A significant
distance is visible in the lower section of the figure, displaying the bubble pair for which the wakes
interact before the bubbles reach one another, so for the case with Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 350. The
bubble pair represented by the upper part of the figures displays a much smaller distance at this
point, at which there might be bubble contact. This bubble collision, or bounce, thus also causes the
deviation from the initial trajectory of the bubbles as visualized in Figure 10. Asymmetric bounce is
what causes a variation in trajectory. Coalescence might be avoided due to the late wake-interaction
visible in the figure. For both cases, it can be seen that the wakes of the bubbles interfere with
each other in a symmetric manner. When the wake vortexes come close to each other, they knot up
and form a Harpin-like vortex, shading away from the bubble wakes. This kind of wake interaction
increases the wake dissipation and probably alters the frequency of the oscillatory wakes, resulting
in a modulation to the bubble dynamics.

Figure 11: The close approximation which might be bounce of the bubble pair with Eo = 3 & Ga =
200 (upper) compared to the wake-interaction of the bubble pair with Eo = 1.5 & Ga = 350 (lower).
Isosurfaces have been generated using λ2 = −0.1 and coloured by the z-component of the vorticity
with colorbar range of (-1,1).

Now that it has been observed that the bubble trajectories for the side-by-side bubble pairs can
differ quite a lot from the single bubble trajectories, comparing a range of important parameters
should give more insight in the cause of these differences. There were major similarities between some
cases, so not all individual cases have to be described in detail. For the cases that are not used as a
reference for the similar case groupings, the parameter comparisons of the bubble pair parameters
with the single bubble results can be found in Appendix B.1. For Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150, which
is similar to the case with Eo = 5 and Ga = 100, the vertical and transversal velocity, aspect ratio
and distance between the bubble pair are presented in Figure 12. The blue and red coloured lines
are for the bubble pair, and the dashed black line is assigned to the single bubble. The plots of
the transversal velocity and the distance between the bubbles vary periodically because the bubble
pair follows a zigzagging motion. This zigzagging motion is initiated immediately after bubble
’release’. The liquid in between the bubbles starts to accelerate and the corresponding pressure
reduces. Then the bubbles attract each other immediately due to the potential effect. Due to the
asymmetric pressure distribution on bubble surface in horizontal direction, bubble deforms into an
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egg-like shape. The vorticity distribution on the bubble surface becomes asymmetric as well. The
wake of bubble pair grows more rapid than the wake of single bubble because of the asymmetry. At
a certain point, bubbles reach their minimum distance, and they repel each other probably due to
the wake interaction. This is when the vortex shedding starts taking place. Due to the shedding
of the vortices, the bubbles change their direction and start moving towards one another again.
When the bubbles have approached each other again up to a distance close to the initial distance
the bubble wakes tangle up again and a repetition of the pattern takes place. This continues as
long as the domain lasts, with a similar amplitude and almost constant frequency. The described
wake-interaction could be the cause of the slightly lower total velocity of the bubble pair compared
to the bubble velocity of the single bubble. The wake-interaction results in an increase of the energy
dissipation and therefore in a lower total velocity. As is also visible in the figure, the interaction
could be what causes the bubbles to wobble, as is visible in the inconsistent value of χ. The
wobbling of the bubble is then coupled with the instabilities visible in the bubble velocity. The
difference in aspect ratio between the single bubble and bubble pair starts approximately at the
point of the first interaction. While the single bubble converts to a constant aspect ratio giving the
bubble a steady ellipsoidal shape, the bubble pair aspect ratio varies constantly due to the either
the zigzagging motion or the interaction of the bubbles. Eventually the single bubble starts showing
small inconsistencies in shape as well, after the transfer from a rectilinear to a spiraling motion has
been made. This causes the single bubble to convert to a transversal and eventually total velocity
magnitude similar to that of the bubble pair. The plots of the different parameters look similar to
the plots of the parameters for Eo = 5 and Ga = 100 as visible in Figure B.3, as was expected based
on the plots of the trajectories.
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Figure 12: From left to right: the total velocity, transversal velocity, the aspect ratio and the absolute
distance between the two bubbles for Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150.

When taking a closer look at the results that are displayed in Figure 12, it is visible that as the
bubbles travel up, the maximum distance between the bubbles increases as well. The bubbles do of
course zigzag as they move upwards, but the peaks of this separation distance plot move towards the
right. This means that while the bubbles seem to follow a consistent zigzagging motion upwards,
the relation between the bubbles get weaker and weaker over time. While it is hardly visible in the
plot, for the bubble represented by the blue coloured line, the magnitude of the transversal velocity
peaks pointing left slightly increases, and the peaks pointing right the magnitude decreases. It is
the other way around for the bubble represented by the red line. The velocity and the aspect ratio
of the bubble are coupled parameters, which is clearly visible in the plots. The Weber number is a
function of the velocity of the bubble: We = ρlu

2
bD/σ. The aspect ratio of the bubble is a function
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of the Weber number. There are various models coupling the Weber number to the aspect ratio.
As time increases, the inconsistencies in the aspect ratio, that could be referred to as bumps, shift
to the right, so a larger aspect ratio is reached each zigzag. The points at which the bubbles are
closest to each other, and at which the wake-interaction is thus present, is slightly after the points
at which the plot of χ has the largest bumps in aspect ratio, so the highest values. The bubble has
its smallest aspect ratio during the motion between its maximum and minimum lateral position.
This indicates that due to the wake-interaction the bubbles get less ’flat’. However, this does not
directly explain the increase in bubble distance as time increases. This repulsion could be caused
by the asymmetry of the bubbles during the process. The asymmetry of the bubbles could alter the
flow slightly, in such a way that gradual separation takes place.
Figure 13 shows the same parameters as the previous plot, but for Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 350. The
actual point at which the coalescence takes place has been left out of the plot to avoid unwanted
changes in the range of the x-axis for the different parameters. The most remarkable difference
between this case and the previously discussed one is that heavy fluctuation visible in χ as well
as the velocity of the bubbles. This is attributed to the high Reynolds number reached here, of
approximately 500-600. The wake becomes chaotic at such high Re, and consequently, the bubble
trajectory for the single bubble can at a certain point no longer be well-defined as zigzagging or
spiraling, although it eventually converges to a spiraling motion. The amplitude and frequency
for the transversal velocity are quite similar for the side-by-side configuration and the the single
bubble during the period before coalescence takes place. The initial wake-interaction once again
causes the aspect ratio to vary from the single bubble aspect ratio in an early stage, and thus the
vertical velocity as well. However, not much later, the single bubble transfers from a rectilinear
motion to a zigzagging motion. This zigzagging motion is once again most likely coupled to the
heavily wobbling shape of the bubble. The wobbling of the bubble is probably the result of the
turbulence which eventually causes the transition to a more chaotic trajectory. The plots look quite
similar for Eo = 3 and Ga = 200, Figure B.2, but the initial interaction is much weaker. Therefore,
the reduction in aspect ratio takes place after the second point of bubble interaction, at which the
single bubble has already gone through a similar transition in aspect ratio and velocity. However,
the actual bounce between the bubbles does cause a significant difference in this aspect ratio and
velocity. The plots for both cases do not necessarily look similar because of the same reasons, since
the main cause seems to be either turbulence or bounce. The transversal velocity for the single
bubble is eventually also quite different, since the single bubble motion for Figure B.7 eventually
converts to a more spiraling trajectory.
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Figure 13: From left to right: the total velocity, transversal velocity, the aspect ratio and the absolute
distance between the two bubbles for Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 350.
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From the plot in Figure 10 it could already be derived that the bubble pair with Eo = 7.5 and
Ga = 150 follows a path which is very close to that of the single bubble after the interaction at the
initial stage. This is confirmed by the plots of the various parameters, which can be seen in Figure
B.5 in Appendix B.1, although one of the bubbles from the bubble pair following the more flattened
spiral path does show larger fluctuations in the aspect ratio and transversal velocity. The plots in
this Appendix do also confirm that the velocities and aspect ratio are the same for the single bubble
and bubble pair cases for Eo = 5 and Ga = 100, shown in Figure B.3, as soon as the single bubble
transitions from its rectilinear motion to the zigzagging motion. The case with Eo = 5 and Ga = 350
for which the parameters are displayed in Figure B.4, does indeed show a quite chaotic pattern for
the velocity as well as the aspect ratio. Up to approximately y = 15 the plots for both bubbles from
the bubble pair are actually very similar, varying slightly from the single bubble plot, but after this
height is reached there seems to be a disturbance resulting in larger fluctuations in aspect ratio and
velocity for the left bubble, which is represented by the blue coloured plot. Eventually the bubbles
do seem to converge to a similar value for the different parameters again.

3.3.2 Force Analysis

The bubble trajectory is essentially determined by the hydrodynamic forces that are acting on the
bubble. In this section, we quantitatively analyze the force components on the bubble, which helps to
explain various bubble behaviors described in the section above. To explain the observed behaviour,
the next step is to apply the force analysis. Using the analysis method from Shew et al. (2006) that
was explained in Section 2.4, it is possible to determine the magnitude of the forces applied on the
bubbles during the motion. Using the forces calculated through this method, better understanding
of bubble pair interactions can be gathered.
The magnitude of the forces applied on one of the bubbles for the pair with Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150
is visible in Figure 14. Since the path and velocities of the bubbles are almost mirrored, the forces
should also be the same for both bubbles. Hence, we only present the analytical results for one
of the paired bubbles. This has been verified for the current case. The buoyancy force on the
bubble is constant, while the other forces show a more interesting pattern. Both the history force
and the added-mass force peak in the initial stage, where the bubbles accelerates quickly due to the
buoyancy, before reaching the almost constant velocity. This is the region with the highest peaks due
to the high vertical acceleration of the bubbles. However, both show smaller but still considerable
peaks in a later stage as well, especially well visible for the added-mass and lift force, respectively
resulting from and causing the transversal acceleration. The effect of the transversal acceleration
is only vaguely visible in the history force. This history force converges to a value of around 10%
of the buoyancy force. Since it is assumed that the history force is applied on the bubble in the
same direction as the drag force as explained in Section 2.4.1, the drag force fluctuates around a
value smaller than would be determined through the force balance by Shew et al. (2006), who did
not take the history force into account. This fluctuation is of course caused by the fluctuations the
velocity. The fluctuations in χ, which are coupled to the velocity fluctuations, are hardly visible in
the surface tension force FST after the initial stage in which there is a large fluctuation in bubble
shape because the bubble transitions from a spherical to an ellipsoidal shape.
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Figure 14: The force components applied on one of the bubbles for a side-by-side bubble pair with
Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150. The plot shows the added-mass (dark blue), lift (red), drag (yellow),
buoyancy (purple), history (green) and surface tension (light blue) force.

A similar plot can be made for the single bubble, to find out what causes this difference in
motion. The forces on the single bubble are visible in Figure 15. The buoyancy force is the same,
since the volume of the bubble is equal and constant. A small difference in the history and drag
force is visible, which are most likely related to each other. The absence of lateral motion during
the initial stage for the single bubble results in a much smoother plot for these forces. The surface
tension force is almost absent for both configurations. The difference in forces is mainly visible in
the lift force and added-mass force. While the lift force is most likely the cause of the different
motions, the added-mass force is only the consequence of this difference. The pattern in lift force for
the bubble pair corresponds to the zigzagging motion of the bubble, while the gradually increasing
lift force of the single bubble is coupled with the spiraling motion. Since this is a consistent motion,
the lift force is never equal to zero.
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Figure 15: The force components applied on the single bubble with Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150. The
plot shows the added-mass (dark blue), lift (red), drag (yellow), buoyancy (purple), history (green)
and surface tension (light blue) force.
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The actual cause of both the lift force and thus the transversal velocity is the vorticity that is
generated on the bubble surface. The vorticity is measured in the thin boundary layer of the bubble
by averaging the vorticity of the liquid phase within a two-cell distance from the bubble surface.
The vorticity can be determined using the cross product gradient of the liquid velocity:

ω = ∇× u =
[
∂uz

∂y
− ∂uy

∂z
,
∂ux

∂z
− ∂uz

∂x
,
∂uy

∂x
− ∂ux

∂y

]
(17)

It can with some certainty be assumed that the gradient in the vertical velocity is the main cause
of the transversal velocity. The z-component of the vorticity is the dominant component in the
generation of the velocity in the x-direction. Since the transversal velocity in the x-direction is in
that case the result of the ∂uy

∂x term, the expectation is that a negative ωz leads to a positive ux

and the other way around. A simplification of the formation of the vorticity as described here is
shown in Figure A.3. A positive gradient of uy along x causes a counterclockwise rotation ωz. As a
result of this vorticity the bubble will move in the negative x-direction. It is visible in Figure 16 that
this applies to this case, although the first lateral motion is apparently initiated by potential effect
rather than the vorticity formation on the bubble. There is a response time between the pattern of
the vorticity and the pattern of the transversal velocity. This is probably caused by the momentum
of the bubble. The vorticity initially increases heavily when the bubble is almost at its highest
transversal velocity in the opposite direction. Therefore, a short period of time is most likely needed
between the generation of the vorticity on the bubble surface and the actual change in direction of
the bubble. The figure also shows that the vorticity pattern for the single bubble differs significantly
from the bubble pair vorticity pattern. This was expected since the transversal velocity corresponds
to this vorticity pattern. Small instabilities in the vorticity seem to eventually grow causing the
spiraling pattern of the bubble.
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Figure 16: The vorticity ωz (dashed) on the bubble surface of both bubbles (blue and red), as well
as the transversal velocity (solid) of these bubbles, for Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150. The vorticity on
the bubble surface and the transversal velocity of the single bubble are also plotted (yellow).

The behaviour for the side-by-side configuration with Eo = 5 and Ga = 100 is very much similar
to the side-by-side configuration with Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150. A zigzagging motion is immediately
initiated that consistently persists with a quite constant frequency and amplitude. However, for the
single bubble configuration, the exact same zigzagging motion would have been initiated not much
later without the addition of a bubble. The only major difference visible in the trajectory plot is the
direction of the zigzagging motion. Figure 17 should show what the difference in vorticity generation
is between the bubble pair and the single bubble. As is visible in the figure, the vorticity is not
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generated in only one direction, as is the case for the side-by-side configuration where the bubble
interaction causes them to move in this line of direction, but is divided over the x- and z-direction.
This explains why the bubble does move in a direction that is slanting as opposed to the bubble pair.
The magnitude of the zigzagging is still the same, because the magnitude of ωx and ωz combined, so
the total transversal velocity inducing vorticity of the single bubble, is the same as the magnitude of
ωz for the bubble pair: ωz,SBS =

√
ω2

x,S + ω2
z,S . However, this is not directly visible in the figure.

Due to the change in vorticity calculation method, which was also mentioned shortly in the note
below Table 6, the determined vorticity of the single bubble is approximately twice as high. While
the lift force is almost exactly the same, the lift coefficient for the single bubble is half of the lift
coefficient for the side-by-side configuration, as can be seen when comparing the values in Table 4
and 5. Therefore, the method of calculation is the cause of the difference in vorticity, while they in
fact actually have an equal vorticity. The single bubble configuration starts displaying a fluctuation
in the vorticity before a fluctuation in the aspect ratio is visible. This indicates that the wobbling
is a result of the vorticity generation, so the transversal motion, and not the other way around.
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Figure 17: ωx (upper), ωz (middle), and χ (lower) for the bubble pair (blue / red) and single bubble
(yellow) for the case with Eo = 5 and Ga = 100.

When looking at the magnitude of the forces on the bubble pair for Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 350
shown in Figure 18, an important difference is that the presence of the surface tension force is much
better visible, when compared to the case shown in Figure 14. This is because the bubble are more
deformed for the higher Ga case, and hence the energy transfer through the surface tension becomes
significant. However, its influence on the accuracy of the force balance is minimal, since it’s still
relatively small and is close to zero on average. The magnitude of the lift force and added-mass force
are also much larger. The history force seems to converge to a value of approximately ten percent of
the buoyancy force again. This larger lift and added-mass force indicate that the transversal velocity
is much larger, which is indeed the case. While the pattern for all forces is still very similar to the
patterns in Figure 14, all forces do show heavy fluctuations caused by the shape fluctuations of the
bubble, while the plot for the other case are quite smooth due to a more constant bubble shape.
The fluctuations in shape are coupled to the fluctuations in velocity as was mentioned earlier, so
this is visible in the forces. Eventually, there are peaks visible in the forces, which are the result
of the coalescence that is about to take place at that point in time. In general, the criterion used
to predict coalescence is the Weber number. The Weber number was described earlier. It gives the
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ratio between the inertia and the surface tension. The Weber number for the current set up and
using the selected parameters can more easily be determined through We = Eo u2. The Weber
number for this case is, at the moment of coalescence, significantly lower than for the other side-by-
side cases. This corresponds to the conclusions drawn by earlier researches, such as Sanada et al.
(2009), that found a critical Wecr below which coalescence is expected. The critical Weber number
found by Sanada et al. (2009), which is based on the vertical velocity, is around two, although the
research does show a range of ±0.3 in which both coalescence and bounce take place, also varying
for different Mo. The Weber number found for this case is approximately We ≈ 2.5, which is higher
than the value mentioned previously, but significantly lower than the Weber number of the other
side-by-side cases.
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Figure 18: The forces applied on one of the bubbles for a side-by-side bubble pair with Eo = 1.5 and
Ga = 350. The plot shows the added-mass (dark blue), lift (red), drag (yellow), buoyancy (purple),
history (green) and surface tension (light blue) force.

A difference between the case regarding Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 350 and the case using Eo = 1.5
and Ga = 150 is that while for the previous case the bubbles moved away from each other while
zigzagging, this bubble pair moves towards one another, eventually leading to the coalescence. This
is most clearly visible when comparing the bubble distance in Figure 12 and 13. Figure 19 shows the
lift force on one of the bubbles and the vorticity in the z-direction of the bubbles and the separation
distance as a function of the bubble diameter. The figure clearly shows that the distance between
the bubbles decreases over time.The peaks in lift force reach a higher value when the bubbles are
moving towards each other. It is also visible that the vorticity seems to grow for each peak during
the attracting motion. Since the difference in attraction or repulsion during the zigzagging motion
of both bubbles is caused by a difference in vorticity and thus lift force per direction of motion,
the cause of this difference in motion could be caused by the shape of the bubbles as was suggested
earlier. Asymmetry of the bubbles would be an explanation for an uneven division of the flow and
thus a difference in vorticity. The bubbles might take on varying asymmetric shapes for the different
cases which would explain the difference in direction. However, a clear difference in bubble shape
is not observed. This hypotheses can not be verified. Another possible explanation would be the
difference in Reynolds number. When looking at Table 5 from Section 3.2 the Reynolds number
for case number 8 is more than twice as high as the Reynolds number for case number 7 and even
higher compared to case number 10. According to Legendre et al. (2003) the Reynolds regime does
have a significant influence on the repulsion versus attraction behavior of a bubble pair, although
this research was done for spherical bubbles. It is definitely possible that this very high Reynolds
number triggers attraction for the bubble pair as opposed to the repulsion for the other cases.
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Figure 19: The lift force on one of the bubbles (blue), z-component of the vorticity for one of the
bubbles (red) and the distance between the bubbles (dotted / black) for Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 350.
The left axis shows the value of the lift force and transversal velocity while the right axis shows the
value of the separation distance.

As was visualized in the three-dimensional trajectory plots, the bubbles from the bubble pair
follow a quite similar trajectory to that of the single bubble for the case with Eo = 7.5 and Ga = 150.
The trajectory of the top view for both the bubbles from the side-by-side configuration (red and blue)
and the single bubble (yellow) is visualized in Figure B.1 to give a clearer view of the trajectories,
and differences in the trajectory. This shows quite clearly that especially the bubble from the side-
by-side configuration represented by the red color follows a trajectory that differs from the other
two. The spiral is visibly flatter for this bubble, as was already concluded earlier. To be able to
explain the cause of this difference between the trajectories of the bubbles from the bubble pair, the
vorticity causing transversal velocity, aspect ratio, distance between the bubbles, and angle between
the bubbles are shown in Figure 20. This gives a clear indication of the cause of the different
trajectories. It is visible that after the interaction between the bubbles around t = 11 the aspect
ratios of the bubbles start to differ from each other. While the bubble represented by the blue plot
converges to a more steady shape, the bubble represented by the red line keeps wobbling. The blue
and yellow line follow a similar trend here, as was expected based on the trajectory of the bubbles.
This is most likely the cause of the difference in vorticity acting upon the bubbles. Based on this plot
it might be suggested that to reach a spiraling motion, it might be essential that a steady bubble
shape is reached. There is also a difference in height that starts growing slowly at the same moment
in time, around t = 11, as can be seen in the plot showing the angle β between the bubbles. This
angle β is equal to zero when the bubbles are side-by-side as was shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 20: Plots showing the vorticity causing the transversal motion (upper), aspect ratio (upper
middle), distance between the bubbles (lower middle), and angle in height between the bubbles
(lower) for the bubbles from the bubble pair assigned to their colours red and blue, and the single
bubble assigned to the colour yellow, as in Figure 10 for Eo = 7.5 and Ga = 150.

The case with Eo = 5 and Ga = 350 is an interesting case, while the chaotic behaviour makes
it difficult to draw some definite conclusions about the important characteristics. When looking at
the topview of the trajectories as shown in Figure B.1, it is clearly visible that the trajectories for
all three bubbles, so both bubbles from the bubble pair as well as the single bubble, vary heavily.
In general, the value of the velocities and forces seem to fluctuate around a similar value for the
different bubbles, but due to the many and unpredictable shape fluctuations of the bubble, a chaotic
trajectory is followed and no pattern can be found in the forces and velocities. The drag and lift
force are visible in Figure 21, and after the initial stage of approximately 3-5 seconds, the forces
deviate from each other and they do not converge to the same value again. While at t ≈ 28 the
drag force seems to converge to a more constant value for all bubbles, this was also observed at
t ≈ 14 which was followed by large peaks in the drag force, indicating that this convergence is not
necessarily a lasting phenomena.
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Figure 21: The drag force and lift force for the bubbles from the bubble pair and the single bubble,
with the colours corresponding to the colour of the bubbles in Figure 10, for Eo = 5 and Ga = 350.

3.3.3 Drag and Lift Coefficient

As shown in the tables from Section 3.2, the drag and lift coefficient have been determined for all
possible cases. The drag coefficient can be determined using the drag force calculated with the force
balance from Section 2.4, and through application of the general equation for the drag force that
includes this drag coefficient. The drag force can directly be calculated using the following equation:

CD = − FD
1
2ρlAp(ub − ul)|ub − ul|

(18)

A range of drag models are compared to the calculated drag coefficient to determine the closest fit.
This is done to check the validity of the models for the regarded cases, and check if a new model is
necessary. The models that are included for comparison are the models given in Appendix B.4. An
example of the drag coefficient plot for the side-by-side configuration with Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150 is
shown in Figure 22. As is visible, the drag coefficient as determined through the improved method
of Shew et al. (2006) converges to a constant value as time increases. The models of both Tomiyama
et al. (1998), which was determined based on spherical bubbles in a clean system, and Loth (2008),
based on clean deformable bubbles for a wide range of Reynolds numbers, predict the eventual value
quite accurately, although the model by Tomiyama et al. is slightly closer. However, the model by
Loth captures the variations in the drag coefficient better. In addition to this, the force models are
derived without including the history force. When excluding the history force, the drag coefficient
actually slightly increases which would make the model by Loth more accurate. These are factors
that contribute to the possibility of having multiple suitable models for various cases. It is also
visible that many models that have been included are not even close to the correct value. The
models derived by Kok (1993), Moore (1963) and Mei et al. (1991) are all quite old models that
are based on assumptions that clearly make them invalid for the cases discussed in this paper. The
models by VanderHeyden and Zhang (2002), which is based on a rigid sphere, and Ishii and Zuber
(1979), which has a high Eo validity, do not predict the drag coefficient closely for this specific case,
but turn out to be more accurate for other cases.
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Figure 22: The drag coefficient determined for different models as well as calculated through the
model explained in Section 2.4 for the side-by-side configuration with Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150.

Figure 23 shows the ratio between the drag coefficient as determined through the different models
and the drag coefficient as determined through the direct numerical simulations. If this value is equal
to one, the model exactly predicts the average drag coefficient. This ratio is shown for case 1-15.
Cases 16-18 are not included since coalescence takes place in an early stadium for these cases, and
the drag coefficient can thus not be determined accurately. The drag model by Mei et al. (1991)
has not been included in the figure, since its accuracy corresponds almost exactly to the accuracy of
the model by Moore (1963). As is clearly visible in the figure, there is no model that can accurately
predict the drag coefficient for all different cases. However, a statement can be made on which model
might be the most accurate in general, and which models are very accurate for specific cases. While
the drag coefficient for the cases with a lower Eo is most accurately determined through the models
by Loth (2008) and Tomiyama et al. (1998), these models are very inaccurate for the case with
Eo = 5 and Ga = 350 as well as Eo = 7.5 and Ga = 150. These cases are quite accurately predicted
by the model from Ishii and Zuber (1979). This model its validity for the high Eo case is most likely
the result of its applicability to ellipsoidal-cap shaped bubbles. The other bubble pairs most likely
do not reach this regime, and apparently the model is not very accurate for the other bubble shape
regimes. In general, the model from Loth (2008) is most widely applicable while maintaining the
highest accuracy, although it does not work for case number 6. Based on Figure 23, Table 7 has
been set up.

Table 7: The best fitting drag models for all studied cases.

Eo Ga Single Side-By-Side In-Line
1.5 150 Tomiyama et al. Tomiyama et al. / Loth Tomiyama et al. / Loth
1.5 350 Tomiyama et al. / Loth Tomiyama et al. Tomiyama et al. / Loth
3 200 VanderHeyden and Zhang / Loth VanderHeyden and Zhang / Loth VanderHeyden and Zhang / Loth
5 100 VanderHeyden and Zhang VanderHeyden and Zhang -
5 350 Ishii and Zuber Ishii and Zuber -
7.5 150 Ishii and Zuber Ishii and Zuber -
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Figure 23: The drag coefficient for the different models divided by the drag coefficient determined
through the DNS for case number 1-15. The drag models included are the model by Kok (dark
blue), Moore (orange), Loth (yellow), Tomiyama et al. (purple), VanderHeyden and Zhang (green)
and Ishii and Zuber (light blue).

The lift coefficient is determined in a similar way, although the method that is applied for this
coefficient is more direct. The equation for lift force, Equation 19, is used to determine the lift force
as well and plotted along the lift force calculated using the force balance from Shew et al. (2006). By
adjusting the value of CL, the plots determined through Shew et al. (2006) and through Equation 19
will overlap for the majority of the time. For all cases with Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150, a lift coefficient
CL = 0.5−0.55 gives an accurate fit. A lift coefficient of 0.5 seems to be used quite generally. Tables
4-6 from Section 3.2 show that the majority of the cases have a lift coefficient around 0.5, although
the lift coefficient for the different cases vary quite heavily. The lift coefficient varies between 0.25
and 0.55, which is mainly the result of the difference in vorticity calculation method. If this was
not the case, the range could be smaller. However, due to this difference in method throughout the
cases it is not possible to draw clear conclusions on the general value of the lift coefficient, although
it seems like an increase in Ga leads to a decrease in CL.

FL = CLρlVb(ub − ul)× ω (19)

3.3.4 Summary

When summarizing the findings that were made on the side-by-side configuration, one of the most
important highlights is that a zigzagging motion is often initiated by the addition of a bubble, as
opposed to the single bubble. This motion is initiated by the potential effect at the moment of release,
and the asymmetry of lateral vorticity distribution on the bubble surface causes a continuation of
this motion throughout the domain. The generated vorticity on the bubble surfaces induces the lift
force on the bubble pair. For bubbles with large deformations, so large fluctuations in the aspect
ratio, the vorticity resulted in a zigzagging motion. This has been verified for many cases. While
most of these cases did show a strongly different behaviour due to the addition of the bubble, the
cases with a higher Eötvös number, so the bubbles with a higher deformation, tend to repel each
other strongly enough during the first interaction to move separately afterwards. It was observed
that, while zigzagging, the bubble pairs either move away from each other or towards each other.
It has not been verified what the dominant factor is, but the most likely causes of this different
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behaviour could either be the shape of the bubbles, which can not be verified, or the difference in
Reynolds number. The bubble pair with a significantly higher Reynolds number displays attraction
while zigzagging while the bubble pairs with a lower Reynolds number tend to departure.

3.4 In-Line Configuration
The influence of the angle between both bubbles is studied as well, for which the most obvious
difference in configuration based on the angle would be to study the in-line configuration. To study
this in-line configuration, a separation distance that differs from the side-by-side configuration is
selected, since almost all bubble pairs coalesce within a short time range for a separation distance
S = 4R. The initial separation distance S = 6R was selected to study the in-line configuration
to prevent premature coalescence for the majority of the cases. A similar approach is used for the
analysis as was used for the side-by-side configuration. Therefore, the first stage of the analysis is
the studying of the bubble trajectories.

3.4.1 Trajectories

The trajectories for the in-line bubble pairs and the single bubble with a corresponding Eo and Ga
are shown in Figure 24. The plots show the three dimensional trajectories of the leading bubble
(red), the trailing bubble (blue), and for the single bubble (yellow). For the in-line configuration
with Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150, the bubble which is in the highest starting position, also called the
leading bubble, heavily influences the path of the lower or trailing bubble through its wake. The
trailing bubble is accelerated by the wake of the leading bubble. Subsequently, the pressure that is
applied by both bubbles on each other causes a small deviation from the straight vertical path that a
single bubble would follow. This deviation leads to an uneven distribution of the wake of the leading
bubble on the trailing bubble, eventually causing a lateral migration of this bubble. The trailing
bubble moves back due to the shedding of its vortex and eventually an equilibrium distance between
the leading and the trailing bubble is reached. After the initial stage in which the interaction is
strong, the magnitude and frequency of the zigzagging of the bubbles is quite similar to that of the
bubbles in the side-by-side configuration, although the values do differ slightly, as can be seen in
Table 9. For the next two cases, there is a clear difference in trajectory visible, when comparing the
leading and the trailing bubble. For the cases with the selected Eötvös numbers of 1.5 and 3 and
the corresponding Galileo numbers of 350 and 200 respectively, both the leading and trailing bubble
deviate from the vertical line that was initially followed. The plot for case 14 shows that after a
chaotic transition the leading bubble converges to a similar trajectory of the single bubble, a path
that could be categorized as a more or less spiraling trajectory, while the leading bubble follows a
more zigzagging motion. Case number 15 follows a similar transition, although for this case the
roles of the leading and trailing bubble are switched. The trailing bubble converges to a zigzagging
motion similar to that of the single bubble, while the leading bubble motion continues its chaotic
trajectory. There are three cases for which coalescence takes place almost immediately, namely
both cases with an Eötvös number of five, and thus Galileo numbers Ga = 100 and Ga = 350,
and the case with Eo = 7.5 and Ga = 150. These first two cases do not show any interesting
behaviour before coalescence takes place. Both bubbles are rising in-line and do not deviate from
the vertical line significantly. The trailing bubble is accelerated and follows through until it comes
in contact with the leading bubble from below and coalescence takes place. The second case does
initially show repulsion of the leading bubble, followed by the trailing bubble moving past the leading
bubble before coalescence takes place. The lateral motion of the leading bubble causes a movement
of the liquid in this direction, through which the trailing bubble moves when passing the leading
bubble. The motion of the liquid in the direction of the leading bubble redirects the trailing bubble
in this direction as well, while maintaining a higher velocity than the leading bubble, resulting in
coalescence.
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(a) Eo = 1.5 & Ga = 150 (b) Eo = 1.5 & Ga = 350

(c) Eo = 3 & Ga = 200 (d) Eo = 5 & Ga = 100

(e) Eo = 5 & Ga = 350 (f) Eo = 7.5 & Ga = 150

Figure 24: The trajectories of the bubbles from the in-line bubble pairs with the trailing bubble
(blue) and the leading bubble (red) and of the single bubble (yellow) for the different cases.

The vertical and transversal velocity as well as the aspect ratio and absolute distance between
the bubbles have been plotted again for the different cases. Figure 25 shows these plots for Eo = 1.5
and Ga = 150, which are somewhat similar to the plots for both the case with Eo = 1.5 and
Ga = 350 in Figure B.7 as well as Eo = 3 and Ga = 200 in Figure B.8, although a significant
difference is that for the first case the leading bubble converts to a spiraling path, and for the
second case the trailing bubble actually passes the leading bubble during the initial stage. The
blue line represents the trailing bubble, the red line the leading bubble and the dashed black line
the single bubble. The plots show that the trailing bubble is initially accelerated by the wake of
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the leading bubble, until the trailing bubble moves away from the vertical line along which it was
rising. This causes the vertical velocity of the trailing bubble to decrease to a value approximately
equal to that of the leading bubble, although the total velocity converts to a value only slightly
below the total velocity of the leading bubble. However, a large transversal velocity, and thus a
large decrease in vertical velocity, is initiated by this repulsion from the vertical line. It is also
visible that this lateral motion of the trailing bubble causes a small deviation from the zero in the
transversal velocity of the leading bubble. This lateral motion is enhanced and the leading bubble
starts following a zigzagging motion. Eventually the bubbles move to a sort of equilibrium distance,
at which they both follow a consistent zigzagging motion with the same magnitude and frequency.
As this happens, their transversal velocities converge to the same value and pattern. This is pretty
much what had been concluded from the trajectory plots as well, but this quantitative analysis
shows that the observations made are correct. The small peak in total velocity that is visible at the
highest position for the leading bubble is present because the upper limit of the domain is reached.
The plot for the aspect ratio χ shows an interesting effect that the wake of the leading bubble has
on the trailing bubble. The trailing bubble initially has a much lower aspect ratio than the leading
bubble. This means that the trailing bubble has a shape that tends more towards spherical than the
leading bubble. Apparently, the wake elongates the bubble in the direction of movement. While the
aspect ratio is smaller, the total velocity is larger, which contradicts the observations for the single
bubble for which the velocity increases as the aspect ratio increases. The leading bubble wake thus
accelerates the trailing bubble while decreasing its aspect ratio. This is most likely the result of a
lower pressure on the front of the trailing bubble due to the wake of the leading bubble, causing
a smaller deformation of the bubble than usual. Although the single bubble eventually follows a
spiraling motion instead of the zigzagging motion exhibited by the bubble pairs, both side-by-side as
in-line, the aspect ratio as well as the vertical velocity and magnitude of the transversal velocity are
quite similar. This could indicate that the presence of an extra bubble in the in-line configuration
has a large influence on the type of motion that the bubble follows, but not on its aspect ratio and
velocity after the initial stage in which the in-line configuration is maintained.
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Figure 25: From left to right: the total velocity, transversal velocity, the aspect ratio and the absolute
distance between the two bubbles for Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150.

The plots for the case of Eo = 7.5 and Ga = 150 are interesting as well, despite the early
coalescence taking place. The initial stage, in which both bubbles repel each other, is actually more
similar to the initial stage of the case with Eo = 3 and Ga = 200 than the previously discussed
case. Once again, the trailing bubble is accelerated by the wake of the leading bubble, although
this does not immediately take place. It is shown in Figure 26, that at the very beginning both
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bubbles have the same vertical velocity and aspect ratio as the single bubble. As was visible in
Figure 24, the trailing bubble passes the leading bubble after the acceleration and repulsion process.
The transversal velocity plot shows a peak for the leading bubble at a height lower than at which
there is a peak for the trailing bubble, even though the trailing bubble starts at a higher position.
It is also interesting to see that the transversal velocity for this trailing bubble sets in at a higher
position than for the single bubble configuration. The cause of this delay in lateral motion is the
wake of the leading bubble, which accelerates the trailing bubble while decreasing its aspect ratio
once again. The transversal velocity of the leading bubble is initiated at approximately the same
height from its starting position as the single bubble configuration, which might be an indicator
that the addition of the trailing bubble is not necessarily the dominant factor initiating this lateral
motion.The peak in transversal velocity for the trailing bubble is caused by the wake of the leading
bubble, as was explained during the analysis of the trajectory plots and for the previously discussed
in-line case. The eventual transversal velocity of the trailing bubble is only initiated by the wake of
the leading bubble, and would not have been triggered yet by a path instability of the bubble itself.
This observation, and the obserbvation made for Figure 25, indicate that the aspect ratio might
have a significant influence on the instability of the bubble causing the transversal velocity. This
conclusion is supported by Figure B.8 where the trailing bubble reaches a higher y before lateral
motion is induced, while having a significantly lower aspect ratio. The most likely explanation is
that the wake reduces the pressure difference between the front and the back of the trailing bubble,
stretching the bubble, therefore causing the lower aspect ratio. This lower aspect ratio then prevents
the initiation of transversal velocity. Due to the strong bubble interaction, the plots are not similar
to the single bubble plot, apart from the vertical velocity, which is approximated by the leading
bubble before the coalescence. This is not the case for the bubble pair with Eo = 3 and Ga = 200.
After the trailing bubble has passed the leading bubble, both bubbles start following separate paths,
and their aspect ratio as well as their velocity converges to a value similar to that of the single
bubble.
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Figure 26: From left to right: the total velocity, transversal velocity, the aspect ratio and the absolute
distance between the two bubbles for Eo = 7.5 and Ga = 150.

3.4.2 Force Analysis

The force analysis is the next step in the complete results analysis for the in-line configuration
again, starting with the analysis of the vorticity for both the leading and trailing bubble and their
corresponding effect on the transversal velocity. This and the visualization of the initial process
where the lift force causes a transversal velocity due to the wake-interaction between t ≈ 2 and
t ≈ 14 are shown in Figure 27. Only the magnitude of the vorticity is displayed, but not the
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direction. From the direction of the transversal velocity it can be derived if the vorticity is directed
in the positive or negative direction, since the sign of the vorticity should oppose the sign of the
velocity. In the figure the blue line represents the trailing bubble and the leading bubble is coupled
to the red line. The dashed vertical lines represent the time instances at which the snapshots take
place. The interaction for the wake of the leading bubble with the trailing bubble, as described in
the bubble trajectory discussion, can clearly be seen in the vorticity causing the transversal motion
of the trailing bubble, represented by ωt. The bubble interaction showed mainly in the lift force
and vorticity for the side-by-side configuration which is again the case for the in-line configuration.
However, an important difference is that the lateral motion of the bubbles is not necessarily caused
by the potential flow effects at any moment for the in-line configuration, but can immediately be
initiated by the vorticity. An instability causes an uneven flow distribution, thus creating a shear
flow and this results in the generation of vorticity on the bubble surface. The lift force caused by
this vorticity is initiated when the wake of the leading bubble interacts with the trailing bubble, but
after the trailing bubble is accelerated by the wake. Subsequently the transversal velocity of the
trailing bubble increases. A lift force is then also applied on the leading bubble due to a deflection
of its wake through the disturbance of the trailing bubble which will also lead to an uneven flow
distribution. An uneven pressure is formed below the leading bubble which causes a small transversal
velocity peak for this bubble. This instability will eventually lead to a zigzagging pattern. It is now
important to look into the forces on both bubbles, since there is no symmetry present, as was the
case for the side-by-side configuration.
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Figure 27: The lift force applied on the trailing and leading bubble for an in-line bubble pair with
Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150 for the initial period and the direct influence this has on the transversal
velocity on this bubbles (upper) and the visualization of the wake and the bubbles, showing the
interaction process at the points in time represented in the plot by the vertical dashed lines.

Opposed to the side-by-side configuration, where the bubbles follow a similar motion, the drag
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and lift force and possibly the coefficient are expected to vary for the leading and trailing bubble
before reaching the equilibrium position. To see if the configuration of the bubble pair has any
influence on the lift and drag force, these forces were plotted for the single bubble, side-by-side and
in-line configuration as shown in Figure 28. The upper plot displays the drag force, and the lower
plot the magnitude of the lift force, again for the cases with Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150. The drag
force plot shows that the addition of a bubble to make the configuration a bubble pair has almost
no significant influence on the drag force. The drag force converges to a constant value, which is
almost exactly the same for all configurations. This could also have been deducted from Figure 12
and 25, since the total velocity for all configurations is the same, indicating that the drag force is
not altered. However, the trailing bubble for the in-line configuration does show varying behaviour
for the drag force. During the initial stage in which it is in the wake of the leading bubble, the
drag force on this trailing bubble is of smaller magnitude than for the other bubbles. The pressure
difference on the trailing bubble between the front and the back becomes smaller due to the presence
of the wake. A reduction in drag force was observed for spheres or particles as well by Tsuji et al.
(1982). This confirms that the conclusions for particles can, in this case, be applied to bubbles.
The wake does thus influence the drag force on the bubble. When repulsion takes place, there is a
peak in the drag force of this same bubble.For the lift force, there is a clear difference between the
configurations, although the bubble pair configurations eventually do follow a similar pattern with an
almost equal amplitude for the bubble pair configurations. The single bubble configuration clearly
follows a varying lift pattern, causing the spiraling instead of the zigzagging motion. Although the
trailing and leading bubble from the in-line pair follow a different lift pattern, these patterns can
both be described using the same constant lift coefficient CL = 0.5.
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Figure 28: The drag force (upper) and lift force (lower) for the single bubble, side-by-side, and
in-line configuration. The forces for both the leading and trailing bubble are plotted for the in-line
configuration for Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 150.

The interaction for the in-line bubble pair with an Eötvös and a Galileo number of 1.5 and 350
respectively is initially very strong. Repulsion takes place causing both bubbles to move away from
the straight vertical path that was followed during the initial few time-steps. Figure 29 shows the
lift force on the leading bubble, distance between the bubbles as a function of the bubble diameter,
and the aspect ratio of the leading bubble. It also shows snapshots of the bubble pair at the time
points that are marked in the plot using the dotted vertical lines. As can be seen in these snapshots
and in the plots, the bubble is accelerated until a lift force causes the leading bubble to deviate
resulting in an increase in the separation distance. As is visible in the plot displaying the lift force,
the first peak in lift force for both the trailing and the leading bubble is generated at exactly the
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same time. This indicates that the deviation from the vertical rectilinear trajectory of the bubbles is
a simultaneous process. It is possible that an inconsistency in the bubble shape results in an uneven
flow and pressure distribution, initiating the lift force on both bubbles. The distance between the two
bubbles after the repulsion has taken place is large enough for there to not be significant interaction
between the bubbles anymore.
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Figure 29: The lift force, distance between the bubbles, kinetic energy of the liquid, and aspect ratio
χ of the leading bubble for an in-line bubble pair with Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 350 over time (upper)
and the visualization of the wake and the bubbles, showing the interaction process at the points in
time that have been assigned in the plots by the vertical dotted line.

While the leading bubble eventually displays a spiraling motion, similar to that of the single
bubble, the trailing bubble follows a zigzagging path. It is interesting that both bubbles display
varying trajectories. The vertical and horizontal velocity of the trailing bubble are very much similar
to the single bubble velocities. Figure 30 shows the x- and z-component of the vorticity, which are
the dominant components the translation in the z- and x-direction, respectively. The colours of the
plots correspond to the colours of the bubbles in Figure 24. The upper plot shows ωx, the middle plot
ωz, and the lower plot shows the aspect ratio χ of the bubble pair and the single bubble. Using these
plots it is somewhat possible to explain the difference in trajectory for the trailing and the leading
bubble. While the aspect ratio for the trailing bubble still shows large variations in the aspect ratio
at t = 60, the leading bubble has reached an almost constant aspect ratio. This is also the case for
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the single bubble configuration. When the heavy fluctuations have vanished, the x-component of the
vorticity have become much larger. The vorticity in the x-direction eventually reaches a magnitude
which is similar to that of the z-component. This was also observed for the single bubble case from
Figure 17. However, for that case a zigzagging motion was observed despite this division of the
vorticity. The difference is that for that case, the x- and z-component of the vorticity were out of
phase with each other with a difference of half a period, while for this case they are out of phase
with approximately a quarter of the period. Therefore, when the difference is a quarter of a period,
a peak is reached for the x-component when the z-component is around a value of zero, and vise
versa. This causes the bubble to follow more of a spiraling motion. This indicates that a constant
bubble shape is coupled with a either a zigzagging or a spiraling motion, while heavy fluctuations
in the shape are always coupled to a zigzagging motion. When looking back at the other cases,
for both the in-line and side-by-side configuration, this conclusion can be applied more generally:
Bubbles with heavy shape fluctuations keep following a zigzagging motion since there is an uneven
distribution of ωx and ωz, while bubbles with a constant aspect ratio and shape start following a
spiraling motion, since ωx and ωz will be of similar magnitudes. The question is if the shape of
the bubble causes the motion, or if the motion causes the shape of the bubble. Based on the single
bubble case from Figure 17, it could be assumed that the bubble shape is the result of the motion.
The vorticity starts growing before the aspect ratio of the bubble starts showing fluctuations. Based
on Figure 30 it is harder to draw a conclusion since the decaying of the fluctuations in aspect ratio
and the grow of the x-component of the vorticity both happen gradually, but the vorticity seems to
have grown to almost its final magnitude before the aspect ratio has started to converge to a more
or less constant value, confirming the observation that the bubble shape is the result of the bubble
motion.
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Figure 30: ωx (upper), ωz (middle), and χ (lower) for the trailing bubble (blue), leading bubble
(red) and single bubble (yellow) for the case with Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 350.

As was noticed when looking into the trajectory for the case with Eo = 7.5 and Ga = 150, this
trajectory is quite different. Instead of the trailing bubble diverging from the vertical trajectory, the
leading bubble moves away from the vertical line first. The trailing bubble is then redirected by the
wake of the leading bubble into the same direction as this leading bubble, but maintaining a higher
velocity. As a result of this higher velocity for the trailing bubble, the bubbles come in contact and
coalesce. The drag force for the trailing bubble dips in the short time-period before coalescence,
and then immediately grows heavily. This is most likely caused by the wake of the leading bubble.
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It can with some certainty be stated that the transversal motion of the trailing bubble is directly
caused by the liquid velocity in the region to which the trailing bubble initially moves. Figure 31
shows the liquid velocity, drag force and the bubble velocity for the trailing and the leading bubble.
The liquid velocity in the region of the trailing bubble is indeed higher, due to the liquid accelerated
by the leading bubble. This causes an acceleration of the trailing bubble at approximately t = 3.8
as can be seen in the lower plot. This is also the point in time at which the magnitude of the drag
force on the trailing bubble becomes smaller than that of the leading bubble.
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Figure 31: The liquid velocity in the region of the bubbles (upper), the drag force on the bubbles
(middle), and the velocity of the bubbles (lower), for the trailing bubble (blue) and the leading
bubble (red) for the case with Eo = 7.5 and Ga = 150.

The force analysis for the cases with Eo = 5 and both Ga = 100 and Ga = 350 do not need to be
analysed extensively since the phenomenon of bubble acceleration leading to immediate coalescence
is not of much interest to this research. While coalescence is also presented for the pair with Eo = 7.5
and Ga = 150 shortly after initiation, the behaviour for this case is quite interesting and has thus
been discussed quite extensively. The chances of bubble pairs coalescing appears to be much higher
for bubbles that are heavily deformed. The bubble pairs with a high Eötvös number coalesce, while
the bubble pair with a lower Eötvös number show repulsion of either the leading or trailing bubble,
or both. A paper that might partly explain this observation is the paper by Aoyama et al. (2017).
In this paper, in Figure 9, they show that the sign of the lift coefficient might switch when reaching
an Eötvös number of approximately four. This would mean that, while for a lower Eo the lift
force moves the bubbles out of the wake of the leading bubble, for these higher values of Eo it
might actually force them into the wake. Since the trailing bubble can not escape from the wake,
coalescence eventually takes place. It also seems like the bubble pairs with a high Weber number
for both the trailing as the leading bubble coalesce, which is the opposite to the criterion set for
the side-by-side configuration. However, it is not possible to draw a conclusion on the few cases
discussed here.

3.4.3 Summary

The most remarkable findings for the in-line configuration are shortly summarized here. One of these
findings is that for the bubbles with a more or less constant aspect ratio, a spiraling motion will be
followed. The x- and z-component of the vorticity should be approximately of equal magnitude and
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in addition to this a difference in phase of around either a quarter or three quarters of a period is
needed for the bubble to follow this spiraling motion. If there are significant fluctuations in aspect
ratio the components will vary in magnitude and a zigzagging or flattened spiral motion will show.
Another observation was that for a high Eo, coalescence took place, most likely due to an inversion
of the lift force sign, forcing the trailing bubble back in the wake of the leading bubble. The lower
aspect ratio as a result of the lower pressure on the trailing bubble could also play an important
role in the positioning of the trailing bubble in the wake. While in the wake, the drag force on this
trailing bubble is lower but a peak shows during the repulsion from the wake.

4 Closure Model Verification
Provided a complete set of closure models, in this section we aim to predict the bubble dynamics by
solving the equation of motion, Equation 6, for bubbles. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate
that the EL-model can be used to model the bubbly flow, even for deformed bubbles. The equation
of motion is originally proposed for solid particles and is theoretically only valid for low Re. The
extension to bubbly flows has been made but should still be validated. This section contributes to
this validation. We intend to answer two questions:

• Is the point-particle Lagrangian method, so Equation 6, applicable to finite-sized bubbles? If
yes, How precise such reduced-order models could achieve?

• What is the most critical variable in the equation?
To do this, a set of equations is used to determine these forces. In principle, the equation of motion
is used to determine the acceleration at each timestep. If this would give accurate results, this
indicates that for example the Euler-Lagrange model could give a good approximation of the DNS.
For the set of equations used, all unknown variables are used from the DNS results, except the drag
coefficient. The drag coefficient will be calculated using the most accurate model as determined in
Section 3.3.3. If the approximation of the velocity is close, this indicates that the drag model is
sufficiently accurate. To set up the equation of motion, a variety of separate force equations are
necessary. The equations for the drag force and lift force were shown earlier, Equation 18 and 19
respectively. Equation 18 should be rewritten slightly to get the actual equation for drag force:

FD = −1
2CDρl(

π

4χ
2/3D2)(ub − ul)|ub − ul| (20)

The first term between brackets is the term used to determine the projected area of the bubble. The
aspect ratio is taken from the DNS results. The equation for the history force has been explained
while discussing the analysis method from Shew et al. (2006), Equation 12 from Section 2.4.1. The
surface tension force was explained here as well, Equation 16 in Section 2.4.2. The added-mass force
can be calculated using Equation 21 using CM = 0.5, and the buoyancy force can be calculated with
Equation 22.

FM = −ρlCMVb
dub

dt
(21)

FB = Vb(ρl − ρb)g (22)

The acceleration of the bubble can than be determined by using the simplified equation of motion.
There are three variables we want to predict in terms of the bubble dynamics, which are the bubble
velocity magnitude in each direction, location of the bubbles, and the acceleration or momentum of
the bubbles. In order to predict these, we need to establish a numerical framework in MATLAB:
The first step is to initialize the bubble velocity and location, secondly calculate the instantaneous
momentum, so the acceleration of the bubbles, using Equation 6, with the provided closure models.
Then the acceleration at current instant is used to predict the new position and the velocity in the
next time step. By proceeding the calculation, the evolution of bubble trajectory and momentum
are obtained. When solving Equation 6, there are still two pieces of information missing. These
are the liquid velocity and vorticity which are necessary for estimating the lift force. Unfortunately,
there’s no closure model for these two variables. For this reason, the DNS data of liquid velocity
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and vorticity are used as a closure to solve the equation. The fact that ρl >> ρb has been applied
to eliminate the first left hand term. The acceleration can than be calculated through this equation
derived from the equation by M.R. Maxey (1983):

dub

dt
= FD + FL + FB + FH + FST

CMρlVb
(23)

The total and transversal velocity for the DNS results as well as the results through the method
described in this section are shown in Figure 32 for the in-line configuration with Eo = 3 and Ga =
200. The velocities show an accurate fit when using the drag model determined by VanderHeyden
and Zhang (2002) (red) (adjusted with a factor 1/χ2/3), which should be the most accurate model
according to Section 3.3.3, and the lift coefficient from the DNS results which can be found in the
table in Section 3.2, when compared with the DNS results (blue). There are still some clearly visible
inconsistencies between the model and the DNS results, such as the exclusion of the acceleration
of the trailing bubble while being in the wake of the leading bubble, but when a "steady state" is
reached, the approximation is very close.
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Figure 32: The vertical (left / middle right) and transversal (middle left / right) velocity for the
trailing (left pair) and leading (right pair) bubble in the in-line configuration with Eo = 3 and
Ga = 200 for the DNS results (blue) and the model using drag coefficient as determined through
VanderHeyden and Zhang (2002).

To judge the accuracy of the determined drag and lift coefficient, the discrepancy of the total and
transversal velocity when compared to the DNS velocities are determined. This is done through:

Eu = 1
uRMS

1
n

n∑
i=1
|ui − uDNS | (24)

In this equation i represents either the timestep if this matches the fit over the height, or it represents
steps in height if the match over time varies heavily. The relative error that is calculated through
Equation 24 is shown in the table below. Using the DNS results for all unknown parameters, so
for the vorticity, liquid velocity, aspect ratio and lift coefficient, the accuracy of the drag models
that were selected for each case in Section 3.3.3 can be determined. The accuracy as determined
through Equation 24 is given in the table below. If there is a difference in error between the two
bubbles in the bubble pair configuration, the average error is taken. For many cases, the error in
the transversal velocity seems to be quite large, while it is possible that the approximation is quite
close, as for example for the side-by-side configuration with Eo = 5 and Ga = 100. For this case the
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transversal velocity pattern lags behind slightly on the DNS results which results in a large error for
an accurate model. It was also found that the drag model by Loth (2008) was not applicable in all
cases, due to peaks at certain time instances.

Table 8: The error in total and transversal velocity using the best fitted drag models as shown in
Table 7 for each case.

Eo Ga Single Side-By-Side In-Line
Eu,tot Eu,trans Eu,tot Eu,trans Eu,tot Eu,trans

1.5 150 0.085 0.137 0.065 / 0.141 0.323 / 0.337 0.083 / 0.158 0.251 / 0.279
1.5 350 0.135 / 0.248 0.403 / 0.522 0.148 0.484 0.153 / 0.264 0.446 / 0.570
3 200 0.055 / - (1.769) 0.135 / - (0.869) 0.260 / 0.311 0.323 / 0.483 0.056 / 0.135 0.103 / 0.210
5 100 0.043 0.103 0.037 0.377 - -
5 350 0.066 0.333 0.078 0.538 - -
7.5 150 0.029 0.321 0.035 0.428 - -

The table shows clearly that even though the model by Loth (2008) seemed to be one of the
more accurate and widely applicable models, the error for this model is high or the model is not
even applicable for various cases. It would be adviced to use the models by Tomiyama et al. (1998)
or VanderHeyden and Zhang (2002) instead. For some cases, the error is unreasonably large. While
the vorticity can be approximated in the Basilisk script, it is not completely accurate, especially
when the pattern shows many fluctuations. The inaccuracy in the vorticity contributes heavily to
the error in the drag model as determined above for a variety of cases. What should also be kept
in mind is that even if the transversal and total velocity correspond almost perfectly to the DNS
results, the paths are not necessarily identical. A slight difference in direction might result in a
different trajectory as is shown in Figure 33.

Figure 33: The trajectories of the trailing and leading bubble for the DNS results (blue and red
respectively) and as determined through the model (yellow and purple) for the in-line configuration
with Eo = 3 and Ga = 200.
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5 Conclusion
The intrinsic hydrodynamic relation between pairs of bubbles either with side-by-side or with in-line
configurations were studied through this research. Key information about bubble hydrodynamics
were collected from the direct numerical simulations. Various aspects of the bubble pair dynamics
were analysed and interpreted. The conclusions are summarized as follows.

For most cases, the trajectory of bubbles are heavily influenced by pairing with an extra bubble.
Panel zigzagging trajectories are commonly observed for bubble pairs with side-by-side configura-
tion, while the trajectory of counterpart single bubbles can be spiraling. The path instability sets
in very quickly as soon as the bubble pair are released. Bubbles move close to each other due to the
potential effect, followed by repulsion, consequently possibly initializing the zigzagging motion. For
cases with a higher Eo it was observed that the initial repulsion could be strong enough to enable the
bubbles to move separately afterwards. The wakes of bubbles frequently interfere with each other,
forming periodical harpin-like vortexes, which is likely to be the mechanism that ties the bubble
pair together. While zigzagging, the bubbles would either move towards each other or move away
from each other. The bubble pair for which the bubbles approached each other had a significantly
higher Re than the other pairs. For the cases with the in-line configuration, the trailing bubble is
initially immersed in the wake of the leading bubble, and is usually less deformed because of the
smaller pressure difference. The trailing bubble then persists a stable rectilinear trajectory lasting
even longer than that of a single bubble. At certain moment, the trailing bubble moves away from
the wake of the trailing bubble due to the wake shear-induced lift force, and bubble pair reaches an
equilibrium rising configuration in which both rise with zigzagging paths. For high Eo cases, the
bubbles pairs usually end up coalesced with each other after a transient phase, while the bubble
pairs with a lower Eötvös number showed repulsion. This can most likely be explained by an earlier
research by Aoyama et al. (2017) in which it is shown that the lift force changes direction around
Eo = 4. The trailing bubble will then be forced inside the wake instead of being forced out of the
wake by this lift force. The trailing bubble rises inside the wake until it reaches the leading bubble,
and the bubbles coalesce.

Another important observation which holds for both a single bubble and a pair of bubbles, is that
there is a direct relation between the shape (or aspect ratio) of the bubble and its trajectory, which
had already been investigated by Chen et al. (2019), although their observations are opposite to
the observations made during this research. If there are large fluctuations in the aspect ratio, this
results in an uneven vorticity distribution on the bubble surface. Either ωx or ωz is far larger than
the vorticity in the other direction, causing the bubble to follow a zigzagging motion. If the bubble
has a nearly constant aspect ratio, so a steady shape, the bubble will be more or less symmetric and
the x- and z-component of the vorticity will have a similar magnitude. The bubble could then follow
either a zigzagging or a spiraling motion. This is dependent on the phase of the x- and z-component
of the vorticity. If these are in phase or the phase difference is half a period with one component
larger than the other one, a zigzagging motion is expected. If these are out of phase with a quarter
or three quarters of a period, the bubble is likely to follow a spiraling motion. Apparently, the
addition of the bubble triggers the vorticity in one direction, which leads to the fluctuations in the
shape of the bubble. If this zigzagging motion continues, the shape fluctuation maintains, while for
some cases where the zigzagging converts to spiraling, the shape fluctuation fades, which indicates
a loss of connection of the bubble pair.

We quantified the major forces acting on the bubble by using the generalized Kirchhoff equation.
In particular, we considered the history force as well as the surface tension force in the analysis.
The history force is significant upon the bubble release, and gradually drops down to a value of
approximately ten percent of the buoyancy force. The addition of the surface tension force term in
the direction of motion, caused by the deformation of the bubble, is another improvement in our
analysis. This force is only significantly present for cases with heavy bubble deformation. Although
it predominantly fluctuates around zero for all cases, it can play an important role in modulating
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the instantaneous fluctuation of the bubble inertia.

Using the DNS data as a benchmark, we examined the accuracy of various drag models existing
in literature. None of the models gave accurate results for all cases. In general, the most accurate
seemed to be the model by Loth (2008), followed by the model determined by Tomiyama et al.
(1998).
We found that the lift force is proportional to the cross product of bubble velocity and the surface
vorticity. The lift coefficient varies from case to case, in the range of 0.25 < CL < 0.55. But for
each case, the lift coefficient seems independent from time; in other words, a constant CL can be
applied to predict the instantaneous lift force. The lift force is the cause of bubbles’ lateral motion.
For bubble with a rectilinear path, the lift is zero, while non-zero for zigzagging and spiraling bubbles.

Since we have verified the validity of the drag and lift models, we use these models altogether
with history and added-mass models to predict the bubble’s motion simply based on the Maxey-
Riley equation. Because there’s no available model for the vorticity production at bubble surface, we
have to borrow the information from DNS as a closure to the lift force model. By properly choosing
the drag model and the CL, the bubble’s key dynamics, e.g., trajectory and hydrodynamic forces
are in most cases successfully predicted with a reasonable accuracy when compared against the DNS
data. It’s therefore promising to use such a reduced-order modelling method to predict the industrial
bubbly flows with high accuracy but also extremely low cost. To fully complete the point-particle
Lagrangian method, one has to develop a closure model for the surface vorticity production, which
is subject to future research.
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6 Discussion
Some conclusions and statements made in this paper have raised points of discussion. Not all con-
clusions can be drawn with complete certainty, and there might be inconsistencies between the DNS
results and results from experimental research.
One of these inconsistencies might be the coalescence that was observed for multiple cases. This
could be a numerical coalescence, which takes place because the mesh is not refined enough to de-
termine the small scale behaviour. However, the mesh has been verified for an example case. For
this example case, either an additional script had to be used to artificially prevent numerical coa-
lescence, or the adaptive mesh refinement had to be added to determine the small scale behaviour.
Since this adaptive refinement mesh has proven to prevent numerical coalescence for this test case,
the assumption was made that it would also do this for the actual cases. There might still be nu-
merical coalescence, if this mesh is not sufficient for more complex cases for which it has not been
verified. It is also not one hundred percent certain that the adaptive mesh refinement was activated
at every necessary moment, which could have caused a numerical coalescence at some point. A more
extensive investigation of the adaptive refinement mesh for more complex cases would be adviced
for future projects.

Another point of interest that has been discussed shortly in the conclusion and during the anal-
ysis is the difference in motion that showed in the DNS results for the selected Eötvös and Galileo
numbers when compared to the motion as predicted by Cano-Lozano et al. (2016). There is a wide
range of factors that could influence this motion and no statements can be made on which results
are correct or if both results are correct for respective their set ups. Factors that could contribute
to this difference are the mesh size or the size of the domain. A definite verification of the results
by Cano-Lozano et al. (2016) would be useful.

What has been mentioned shortly in Section 3.2 is that the method to determine the vorticity
is not consistent for all cases. The value of δ was varied throughout the project, causing an in-
consistency in the determined lift coefficient. This inconsistency makes is quite difficult to draw a
conclusion on the influence of the Eötvös and Galileo number on this lift coefficient. Consistency in
data acquisition is quite essential and it would be adviced to select a method before executing all
simulations and continue with this method throughout the research. This will make it possible to
possibly find a consistent value or to find a model that could be used for all cases.

Both the history force and the surface tension force have only been added in the 1-direction. This
assumption seems valid, since the history force is the result of the motion or acceleration of the
bubble in a certain direction. The surface tension force can only be determined in the 1-direction.
However, this component will most likely be the dominant term. The surface tension force is induced
by inertia effect and this acts in the 1-direction. Therefore, only including this component does not
seem to be an issue.
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A Appendix A

Figure A.1: The grace diagram as derived by Grace (1973). From this figure the different bubble
shapes can be derived based on the Eötvös number (Eo) and either the Reynolds number (Re) or
the Morton number (Mo). The various possible shapes of the bubble are spherical, ellipsoidal or
wobbling.

Figure A.2: Phase diagram displaying the different path styles as observed by (Cano-Lozano et al.,
2016).
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Figure A.3: A simplified example of the vorticity that arises when there is a gradient in the flow in
a certain direction. This rotation would cause the bubble to move in the negative x-direction, while
ω is in the positive z-direction.

B Appendix B
This appendix contains various plots from the results analysis section that are not included in the
section itself.

B.1 Side-by-Side Configuration
This section includes the top view of the trajectories and several parameter plots for the side-by-side
configuration.
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B.1.1 Trajectory Top View
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(a) Eo = 1.5 & Ga = 150
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(d) Eo = 5 & Ga = 100
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(e) Eo = 5 & Ga = 350
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(f) Eo = 7.5 & Ga = 150

Figure B.1: Topview of the trajectories of the bubble pair with the trailing bubble (blue) and leading
bubble (red) and the topview of the trajectory for the single bubble configuration (yellow).
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B.1.2 Parameter Plots
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Figure B.2: From left to right: the total velocity, transversal velocity, the aspect ratio and the
absolute distance between the two bubbles for Eo = 3 and Ga = 200.
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Figure B.3: From left to right: the total velocity, transversal velocity, the aspect ratio and the
absolute distance between the two bubbles for Eo = 5 and Ga = 100.
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Figure B.4: From left to right: the total velocity, transversal velocity, the aspect ratio and the
absolute distance between the two bubbles for Eo = 5 and Ga = 350.
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Figure B.5: From left to right: the vertical velocity, transversal velocity, the aspect ratio and the
absolute distance between the two bubbles for Eo = 7.5 and Ga = 150.

B.2 In-Line Configuration
This section includes the top view of the trajectories and several parameter plots for the in-line
configuration.
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B.2.1 Trajectory Top View
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(c) Eo = 3 & Ga = 200
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Figure B.6: Topview of the trajectories of the bubble pair with the trailing bubble (blue) and leading
bubble (red) and the topview of the trajectory for the single bubble configuration (yellow).
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B.2.2 Parameter Plots
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Figure B.7: From left to right: the total velocity, transversal velocity, the aspect ratio and the
absolute distance between the two bubbles for Eo = 1.5 and Ga = 350.
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Figure B.8: From left to right: the total velocity, transversal velocity, the aspect ratio and the
absolute distance between the two bubbles for Eo = 3 and Ga = 200.
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Figure B.9: From left to right: the total velocity, transversal velocity, the aspect ratio and the
absolute distance between the two bubbles for Eo = 5 and Ga = 100.
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Figure B.10: From left to right: the total velocity, transversal velocity, the surface area and the
absolute distance between the two bubbles for Eo = 5 and Ga = 350.

B.3 Zigzagging
The amplitude of the zigzags for all cases where zigzagging takes place as well as the frequency at
which the zigzagging takes place has been determined. The case numbers and their corresponding
amplitude and frequency are noted in the table below.
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Table 9: The amplitude and the frequency of the cases following a zigzagging motion.

Nr. Amplitude Frequency [1/s]
3 1.41 1/8.5
4 0.65 1/8.4
7 1.28 1/9.2
8 1.94 - 2.07 1/8

9 1.16 - 1.3
1.29 - 1.35

1/8
1/8 - 1/85

10 0.68 1/8.4
13 1.3 - 1.37 1/9.5

B.4 Drag Models
The most important drag models that were regarded when fitting the determined drag coefficients
are listed here. First of all the drag model by Tomiyama et al. (1998):

CD,T om = 16
Re

(1 + 0.15Re0.687) (25)

The drag model derived by Ishii and Zuber (1979).

CD,Ishii = max
(

24
Re

(1 + 0.1Re0.75,min(2
3
√
Eo,

8
3)
)

(26)

Moore (1963):
CD,Moore = 48

Re
(1− 2.21√

Re
) (27)

Mei et al. (1991):
CD,Mei = 16

Re
(1 + 2

1 + 16
Re + 3.315√

Re

) (28)

Kok (1993):
CD,Kok = 48

Re
(1 + gS); (29)

with
gS = S−3 + 3/4S−6 + 11/3S−8 + 1/2S−9 + 39/4S−10 (30)

VanderHeyden and Zhang (2002):

CD,W hite = 0.44 + 24
Re

+ 6
1 +
√
Re

(31)

Loth (2008):
CD,Loth = 16

Re
(A1 +A−1

2 ); (32)

with
A1 = 1 + 8

15(χ− 1) + 0.015(3Gx − 2) Re

1 + 0.015Re (33)

and
A2 = 8

Re
+ 1

2(1 + 3.315HxGx√
Re

) (34)

with
Gx = 0.1287 + 0.4256χ+ 0.4466χ2 (35)

and
Hx = 0.8886 + 0.5693χ− 0.4563χ2 (36)
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